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Abstract 
 

Low voltage network loss estimation and direct load control possibilities can play an 

important role in the cost-efficient operation of distribution systems. 

This doctoral dissertation aims at contributing to the cost-efficient operation of distribution 

systems by presenting new models and algorithms in the following two topics: 

− Models and Computation Procedures Used in Low Voltage Network Loss Estimation 

− Modeling of Direct Controlled Loads and Optimization of the Switching Schedules. 

 

In the first part of the dissertation a new deterministic network loss computation 
procedure for low voltage residential distribution networks has been derived. This 
procedure relies on  

• one-week measurement of transformer secondary currents (or optionally, 
measured feeder currents) of each sequence and harmonic order  

• feeder section lengths and resistances 

• annual energy consumption of each consumer 

• measured or estimated currents of consumers (like schools, shops, etc.) with load 
profile dissimilar to the load profile of the majority of the consumers (households). 

Using this procedure it is possible to determine the average weekly network loss power of a 

certain LV network based on on-site measurements with accuracy (4 % on average) that is 

better than most other methods published in the literature, which have been derived to 

estimate average network losses of a large number of LV networks. The standard deviation 

of the estimation errors for different network/consumption scenarios is smaller than for any 

other published method.  

This method is called the “Unified Loss Theory”, because unlike other methods, this 

procedure gives an estimate of the components of the network loss, and is therefore 

suitable for cost-benefit calculations of loss-reduction investments.  

A new stochastic residential load model (called the “method of elementary appliances”) and 

an identification procedure for the model has also been elaborated. The model of one 

elementary appliance consists of several empirical cumulative distribution functions that 

describe the usage times and currents of the appliance. The cumulative distribution 

functions are determined based on the one-week measurement of currents (each sequence 

and harmonic order) of a small number of households. The model is suitable for accurate 

simulation of the stochastic variation of the time-dependent household currents (together 

with the harmonics), and is therefore applicable e.g. to LV loss evaluation. 

A new stochastic network loss computation procedure for low voltage residential 
distribution networks has been derived. This procedure relies on a stochastic residential load 
model (“elementary appliances”) and other data as described above. It has the same 
advantages as the deterministic method, but it is more accurate (1.1 % on average compared 
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to 4 %.) 
The deterministic and also the stochastic loss computation procedures rely on one-week 

measurements, and if the week of the measurement is not chosen properly, the computed 

weekly average loss power may differ significantly from the annual average loss power. 

Therefore a method has been elaborated that takes into consideration the seasonal effects 

when estimating the average annual loss power based on the average weekly loss power. 

This method relies on a correction factor that is derived based on the week-by-week annual 

consumption profile of the supplied area under investigation. 

In the second part of the dissertation a new physical load model for electric storage water 
heaters has been developed based on previous models found in the literature. The novelty 
of the model is the (temperature-independent) stochastic hot water extraction rate sub-
model, and also the parameter-identification procedure that has been developed for the 
above model. The identification procedure is based on load curve measurement data, and it 
is able to take into consideration hot water usage measurements – if they are available. 
With this model it is possible to simulate the effect of different switching schedules on the 

load curve. 

 
A new two-level optimization algorithm is developed to determine the “base schedule” for 
direct controlled load groups of several distribution system operators, with the objective of 
maximizing the system-wide load valley (and optionally peak-clipping), taking into 
consideration several constraints.  
 
The most important contribution of the second part of the dissertation is a new algorithm 

that has been developed to decrease the balancing energy costs by applying minor changes 

on-line to the “base schedule”. The deviation from the “base schedule” can be limited in 

three proposed ways in order to comply with the valley-filling objectives and the constraints. 

The results of the second part of the dissertation show that direct load control systems are 

very useful tools in shaping the daily load curve and in minimizing the balancing energy. It 

has been shown that even in a deregulated environment it is possible to achieve reasonable 

compromises between several conflicting objectives and constraints. It is therefore 

concluded that such direct load control systems should be maintained in the future and an 

appropriate legislative/regulatory framework should be elaborated in order to use these 

tools in the most efficient way in the deregulated environment for the sake of cost-effective 

delivery of electricity. 

 

The algorithms developed for the appropriate switching of  direct controlled load groups, the 

parameter identification of the models of thermostatically controlled appliances and also the 

parameter identification of the models used for loss estimation based on measurements 

involve optimization procedures or extreme value search procedures.  
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Összefoglalás 
 

Elosztóhálózatok üzemeltetése kapcsán egyre kiemeltebb szerepet kap a költséghatékonyság 

követelménye. Költségcsökkentés (vagy költség elkerülés) ezen a téren többféleképpen 

elérhető, néhány lehetőséget az alábbiakban felsorolok. 

Magyarországon a kisfeszültségű (kif) hálózatok veszteségei néhány európai országhoz 

képest viszonylag magasnak mondhatók. (Az MVM 2008-as statisztikai adatai alapján 

az összes eladásra átvett villamos energia csaknem 10 %-a veszteség, és e veszteségek 

nagyjából 40%-a a Kif hálózaton keletkezik.) A Kif hálózati veszteségek csökkentését 

célzó esetleges beruházások hatásának előzetes vizsgálata szempontjából fontos 

feladat e veszteség forrásainak, összetevőinek és azok nagyságának feltárása. 

A Kif hálózati veszteségek pontos ismeretének egyik további előnye, hogy lehetővé 

teszi az áramlopások tényének felderítését. (Ha ugyanis egy transzformátoron fel van 

szerelve egy ún. főmérő, és az ezáltal mért energiának valamint a fogyasztóknál mért 

energiák összegének a különbsége szignifikánsan nagyobb, mint az elvárható 

veszteség, akkor áramlopásra lehet gyanakodni.) 

További szempont a veszteségek szerepének megítélésekor, hogy a veszteségek nem 

elhanyagolható részei a mérlegkörök által leadott menetrendeknek. A mérlegkörök 

érdeke a pontos menetrendadás, és ennélfogva a veszteségeik pontos becslése is.  

A többletköltségek elkerülésének egy további lehetséges eszköze, hogy ha az aktuális 

fogyasztást a leadott menetrendhez próbálják közelíteni annak érdekében, hogy a 

menetrendtől való eltérésért (a kiegyenlítő energiáért) fizetendő díj minimális legyen. 

Ennek egyik lehetséges eszköze a fogyasztók közvetlen vezérlése, pl. HKV (vagy RKV) 

rendszerek segítségével. 

Természetesen a fogyasztó vezérlési rendszerek eredeti céljuk szerinti felhasználása 

önmagában is költség-elkerülést eredményez: ha sikerül a napi terhelési görbét 

simítani, vagyis a csúcsfogyasztás és a völgyfogyasztás közötti különbséget 

csökkenteni, akkor egyrészt elkerülhető az alaperőművek visszaterhelése és a drága 

csúcserőművek használata, másrészt a kisebb csúcskihasználási tényező miatt kisebb 

lesz a hálózati veszteség. 

Jelen doktori disszertáció a fent említett területeken elvégzett különböző kutatás-fejlesztési 

feladatok során nyert új tudományos eredmények összefoglalása. 

A kutatás-fejlesztési feladatok első nagy csoportját három hazai elosztói engedélyes, az E.ON 

Dél-Dunántúli Áramszolgáltató Zrt,  a DÉMÁSZ Hálózati Kft. és az ELMŰ Nyrt. megbízásából 

2005 és 2008 között végeztük. E feladatok céljai között szerepelt a kisfeszültségű hálózati 

veszteségek forrásainak feltárása és rendszerezése, azok nagyságrendjének becslése, 

valamint egy új veszteség-meghatározási eljárás kidolgozása, amely lehetővé teszi a kif 
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hálózatokon keletkező veszteség eddiginél pontosabb becslését már rendelkezésre álló vagy 

egyszerűen mérhető adatok alapján. A munka végeredményeként kifejlesztettem és 

implementáltam egy új veszteség-számítási eljárást. 

A disszertáció második fejezetében az ezirányú kutatások nyomán keletkezett 

eredményeimet részletezem, és ezeket az alábbi tézisekben foglalom össze.  

1. Tézis 

Az irodalomban publikált hálózati veszteségszámító eljárások (ld. 2.2.1 fejezet) nagyrészt az 

alábbi adatok/jellemzők valamelyikének felhasználásán alapulnak:  

− a vizsgált hálózat százalékos kiterheltsége 

− különböző fogyasztói típusokhoz rendelt fogyasztói profilok (amelyek a hét 

különböző napjaira és az évszakok szerint eltérőek lehetnek) 

− nagyon alapos, a fogyasztók villamosenergia vételezését eszközhasználat szinten 

figyelembe vevő modellek (ilyeneket nagyszámú kérdőíves felmérések alapján 

készítenek) 

− sztochasztikus terhelésmodellek, amelyek a fogyasztói áramfelvételt egy adott 

időpontban egy megfelelően választott eloszlásból vett mintaként kezelik. 

Ezek a módszerek nem veszik figyelembe egy körzetet ellátó transzformátor szekunder 

oldalán elvégzett árammérések eredményeit, vagyis egy adott fogyasztói körzetre jellemző 

mérési adatokat. 

Továbbá az irodalomban nem található olyan eljárás, amely a veszteség összetevőit (időben 

nem egyenletes vételezés, meddőteljesítmény, aszimmetria és harmonikusok) együttesen és 

pontosan venné figyelembe. 

Ezért a jelen értekezés első fő eredményét az alábbi tézisben foglalom össze. 

Kidolgoztam egy új, determinisztikus eljárást kisfeszültségű közcélú elosztóhálózatok 

veszteségeinek számítására. Az eljárás bemenő adatai: 

a. a KÖF/kif transzformátor kisfeszültségű oldalán legalább egy héten át mért alap és 

felharmonikus áramok szimmetrikus összetevőkre bontva 

b. a hálózat topológiája a vezeték hosszakkal és ellenállásokkal 

c. fogyasztók éves energiafogyasztása 

d. a leágazási átlagtól (háztartások) jelentősen eltérő nagy fogyasztók (pl. közért, 

étterem, stb.) mért vagy profil alapján becsült áramai. 

A mérés javasolt időbeli felbontása egy perc. 

Az eljárás alapja, hogy 

− a mért transzformátor áramokat a fogyasztók között azok éves 

energiafogyasztásának arányában osztjuk fel, (ld. a (2-15) és (2-19) egyenleteket), és 
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− meghatározunk ún. ekvivalens ellenállásokat a vezetékszakaszok ellenállása és az 

egyes fogyasztók éves energiafogyasztásának a fogyasztók összegzett éves 

energiafogyasztásához viszonyított arányai alapján (ld. a (2-17) egyenletet). 

Ez az eljárás lehetővé teszi egy adott kif hálózat mérés hetére vonatkozó átlagos veszteségi 

teljesítményének meghatározását; az eljárás hibája átlagosan 4.2 %, amely az irodalomban 

található veszteségbecslési eljárások többségénél jobb a pontosságot jelent. Az eljárás 

különböző hálózati/fogyasztási esetekre számított hibájának szórása kisebb, mint az 

irodalomban szereplő eljárásoké. (Ld. TABLE 2-V táblázat.) 

E módszerre „Egyesített Veszteségelmélet” néven hivatkozom, mert az irodalomban publikált 

eljárásoktól eltérően ez becslést ad a veszteségek összetevőire is, ezért alkalmas 

veszteségcsökkentést célzó beruházások költség-haszon elemzésére (ld. a (2-22) és (2-23) 

egyenleteket). 

E tézist a [Dán, 0678], [DánRaisz, 07], [DanRaisz, 08], [Dán, 08], [Raisz, 08], [RaiszDán, 08] 

hivatkozások alatt publikáltam. 

2. Tézis 

Az irodalomban közölt sztochasztikus fogyasztói modellek (ld. a 2.2.2 fejezetet) vagy nagyon 

széleskörű felméréseken és a fogyasztói készülékhasználat modellezésén alapulnak, vagy 

pedig a fogyasztók által különböző időpontokban felvett áramot a napszaktól  (és egymástól) 

függetlennek tekintik. Ezért ezek a modellek önmagukban nem alkalmazhatók olyan 

veszteségszámító eljárásban, amelynek alapjául a fogyasztók összegzett áramainak mért 

időfüggvényei szolgálnak. 

Vizsgálataim során kimutattam továbbá, hogy az irodalomban használt statisztikai eloszlások 

nem alkalmasak a saját mérések során kapott fogyasztói áramok eloszlásainak leképezésére. 

Végül az irodalomban közölt sztochasztikus fogyasztói modellek nem tartalmazzák a 

felharmonikus áramokat.  

Ezért a jelen értekezés második fő eredményét az alábbi tézisben foglalom össze. 

 

Kidolgoztam egy új sztochasztikus lakossági fogyasztói modellt (amelyet „elemi fogyasztók 

módszerének” nevezek), és e modell paramétereinek meghatározására szolgáló eljárást 

(utóbbit a 2.5.1.2 és 2.5.1.3 fejezetekben ismertetem). Egy elemi fogyasztó modellje (amelyet 

részletesen a 2.5.1.1 fejezetben ismertetek) több valószínűségi eloszlásfüggvény együttese, 

amelyek egy berendezés bekapcsolásának és használatának az idejét, valamint a felvett 

(alap- és felharmonikus) áramait írják le. Az eloszlásfüggvények meghatározása lakossági 

fogyasztók (háztartások) harmonikusonkénti és sorrendenkénti áramfelvételének egyhetes 

mérése alapján történik.  

A modell háztartások alap- és felharmonikus frekvenciájú áramainak sztochasztikusan 
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változó időfüggvényeit szolgáltatja. A modell alkalmas háztartások áramának valósághű 

szimulációjára, ezért alkalmazható pl. kif hálózati veszteség becslésénél. 

 

E tézist a [DanRaisz, 08], [Dán, 08], [Raisz, 08], [RaiszDán, 08] hivatkozások alatt publikáltam. 

 

3. Tézis 

Az első tézisben közölt determinisztikus veszteségszámító eljárás hibáját az okozza, hogy 

− általában nincs információ arra nézve, hogy egy egyfázisú fogyasztó melyik 

fázisvezetőre csatlakozik 

− az eljárás elhanyagolta a háztartási fogyasztás sztochasztikus jellegét és a 

háztartásokhoz azok feltételezett áramait úgy rendelte hozzá, hogy a 

transzformátornál mért áramokat időtől független arányszámokkal szorozta meg. 

E hátrány kiküszöbölésére (az eljárás előnyeinek megtartása mellett) született a jelen 

értekezés harmadik fő eredménye, amelyet az alábbi tézisben foglalok össze: 

 

Kidolgoztam egy új sztochasztikus eljárást kisfeszültségű közcélú elosztóhálózatok 

veszteségeinek számítására. Az eljárás bemenő adatai: 

a. sztochasztikus fogyasztói modell („elemi fogyasztók”) által szolgáltatott áramértékek 

b. a KÖF/kif transzformátor kisfeszültségű oldalán legalább egy héten át mért alap és 

felharmonikus áramok szimmetrikus összetevőkre bontva 

c. a hálózat topológiája a vezeték ellenállásokkal 

d. fogyasztók éves energiafogyasztása 

e. az átlagtól (háztartások) jelentősen eltérő nagy fogyasztók (pl. közért, étterem, stb.) 

mért vagy profil alapján becsült áramai. 

A mérés javasolt időbeli felbontása egy perc. (Az eljárás részletes leírását a 2.6. fejezet 

tartalmazza.) 

Ez az eljárás lehetővé teszi egy adott kif hálózat mérés hetére vonatkozó átlagos veszteségi 

teljesítményének meghatározását; az eljárás hibája átlagosan 1.1 % (1.2 % szórással), amely 

az irodalomban található veszteségbecslési eljárások pontosságánál jobb. 

Az irodalomban publikált eljárásoktól eltérően ez becslést ad a veszteségek összetevőire is, 

ezért alkalmas veszteségcsökkentést célzó beruházások költség-haszon elemzésére.  

A módszer pontossága alkalmassá teszi azt áramlopások tényének felderítésére is, 

amennyiben a transzformátor fel van szerelve főmérővel, és amennyiben az alábbi tézisben 

szereplő szezonális korrekciót is alkalmazzuk. 

 

E tézist a [DanRaisz, 08], [Dán, 08], [Raisz, 08], [RaiszDán, 08] hivatkozások alatt publikáltam. 
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4. Tézis 

A determinisztikus és a sztochasztikus eljárás is egyhetes mérésekre támaszkodik, hiszen 

túlságosan nagy anyagi ráfordítással járna egy olyan mérés elvégzése, amely egy évig tart, a 

transzformátor szekunder áramát mindhárom fázisban és minden lényeges frekvencián 

egyperces felbontásban rögzíti, mindezt csupán egyetlen kif hálózat veszteségeinek 

becslésére. (Viszont a transzformátor szekunder oldalán egy főmérő felszerelése lényegesen 

kisebb ráfordítást igényel, sőt, ez korábban része volt az áramszolgáltatói gyakorlatnak. A 

hetenkénti fogyasztások tárolását biztosító eszközök manapság már olcsón beszerezhetők.) 

Ha a mérés hetét nem körültekintően választották meg, akkor az arra a hétre számolt átlagos 

veszteségi teljesítmény lényegesen különbözhet az éves átlagos veszteségi teljesítménytől. 

Az irodalomban nem található olyan eljárás, amely lehetőséget teremt az éves átlagos 

veszteségi teljesítménynek az egyheti átlagos veszteségi teljesítmény alapján történő 

becslésére. 

Ezért a jelen értekezés negyedik fő eredményét az alábbi tézisben foglalom össze: 

Kidolgoztam egy olyan korrekciós eljárást, amely lehetőséget nyújt az éves átlagos veszteségi 

teljesítménynek a heti átlagos veszteségi teljesítmény alapján történő becslésére, a 

szezonális hatások figyelembe vételével. A módszer egy korrekciós tényező bevezetésén 

alapul (ld.a (2.31) egyenletet), amely tényező a vizsgált körzet heti összfogyasztásaiból 

alkotott profil éves alakulása alapján határozható meg. 

E profil meghatározása történhet  

− egy főmérő heti leolvasásával 

− közelítőleg, a rendszerirányító által közzétett terhelési adatok alapján 

− egy szinuszos közelítés segítségével. 

A módszer részletes leírása megtalálható a 2.7. fejezetben. 

E tézist a [Dán, 0678] hivatkozás alatt publikáltam. 

 

Az ismertetett eljárásokat az említett három elosztói engedélyes társaság munkatársainak 

megrendelésére egy szoftvercsomagban implementáltam és nekik átadtam. A 

disszertációban ismertetett eredmények e szoftver futtatásával készültek. 
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A kutatás-fejlesztési feladatok második nagy csoportja 2003-ra nyúlik vissza, amikor a 

Magyar Energia Hivatal megbízásából meg kellett vizsgálnunk a HKV szerepét a 

rendszeregyensúly fenntartása, a rendszer gazdasági hatékonyságának biztosítása és a 

rendszerszintű terheléskiegyenlítés szempontjából. A 70-es években kiépült hazánkban a 

hangfrekvenciás központi vezérlés, amelynek célja az volt, hogy a hőtároló típusú fogyasztók 

be- illetve kikapcsolása az egyes áramszolgáltatók diszpécser központjaiból vezérelve, a 

völgyterhelések feltöltésére alkalmas legyen. A 90-es években bekövetkezett dereguláció 

hatására az áramszolgáltatóknak azonban nem fűződött többé érdeke a napi terhelési görbe 

„simításához”, ami a rendszerirányítás szempontjából nehézségekhez vezetett. 

E kutatás-fejlesztési feladatok folytatásaként áramszolgáltatói kérésre vizsgáltuk a fogyasztó 

vezérlési rendszerek nyújtotta egyéb lehetőségek (pl. kiegyenlítő energia csökkentés) 

kiaknázásának módszereit.  

A disszertáció harmadik fejezetében az e kutatások nyomán keletkezett eredményeket 

részletezem. 

Az egyik fontos eredményem egy, a vezérelt fogyasztók, konkrétan forróvíztárolók (mások 

által publikált) villamos fogyasztási modelljének tökéletesítése egy új forróvíz-fogyasztási 

modell megalkotásával, valamint a villamos fogyasztói modell paraméter-identifikációs 

eljárásának megalkotásával (ez az eljárás képes figyelembe venni forróvíz-fogyasztási 

méréseket is, amennyiben azok rendelkezésre állnak). 

Az irodalomban nem közöltek korábban ilyen forróvíz-fogyasztási modellt és ilyen 

paraméter-identifikációs eljárást. 

A vezérelt fogyasztókkal kapcsolatos kutatás során elért legfontosabb eredményem egy 

olyan, a vezérelt fogyasztók kacsolási programjának meghatározására szolgáló eljárás 

kidolgozása, amely lehetővé teszi a mérlegköri kiegyenlítő energia lényegében on-line  

történő csökkentését olymódon, hogy a napi terhelési görbe simítását (völgyfeltöltést és 

lehetőségként a fogyasztási csúcs csökkentését), mint a vezérlés eredeti célját is figyelembe 

veszi. 

Az irodalom nem közöl ennek a feladatnak a megoldására szolgáló eljárást (de még a 

probléma felvetését sem).  

A kutatás során több rész-feladatot kellett megoldani: 

I. Egyrészt szükség van a rendszerszintű napi terhelési görbének két részre, 

− egy, csak a vezérelt fogyasztást tartalmazó  

− és egy, attól független részre  

történő felbontására, annak érdekében, hogy a vezérelt fogyasztói modell 

paramétereit meg lehessen határozni, és hogy különböző kapcsolási programoknak a 

terhelési görbére gyakorolt hatását elemezni lehessen. Bár az irodalomban ennek a 
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„szeparációs feladatnak” a megoldására nem találtam megoldást, az etéren elért 

eredményeimet nem fogalmazom meg külön tézisként. Ennek okai:  

− Tudomásom van arról, hogy egyes hálózati engedélyesek kidolgoztak hasonló 

eljárást. Ez feltehetően közelítő, mérnöki szemléletű módszer, amelynek 

részletei előttem ismeretlenek voltak, és ezért egy alapos összehasonlító 

elemzésre nem volt módom. 

− Az általam kidolgozott, és az irányításommal továbbfejlesztett eljárás egy 

részét még nem publikáltam. 

II. Szükség volt egy olyan algoritmus kidolgozására, amely a vezérlési időprogramokat a 

völgyfeltöltés (és lehetőségként a fogyasztási csúcsok csökkentése) érdekében 

optimalizálja, mégpedig különböző korlátok figyelembe vételével (pl. a kapcsolások 

következtében létrejövő terhelés-változás nem lehet nagyobb 90 MW-nál, illetve a 

fogyasztói komfortérzetet biztosítandó lehetőleg legalább napi nyolc óra 

bekapcsolási időt kell biztosítani.) Az etéren elért eredményemet sem fogalmazom 

meg külön tézisként, mert tudtommal az elosztói engedélyesek a rendszerirányító 

felügyeletével e célok és korlátok figyelembe vételével alakítják ki jelenleg is a 

vezérlési időprogramokat. 

Ki szeretném azonban emelni, hogy a Fig. 3-3 ábrán látható napi rendszerterhelési 

görbének (amely tényértékeket mutat) és a saját eljárásom szimulációs eredményeit 

bemutató Fig. 3-12 ábrán látható rendszerterhelési görbének az összehasonlítása azt 

sugallja, hogy az általam kidolgozott eljárás lényegesen hatékonyabb, mint a jelenlegi 

gyakorlat, hiszen a szimulált eljárásom szerint a minimum fogyasztás 300 MW-tal 

(8 %-kal) nagyobbnak adódott, mint a tényérték (és eközben a csúcsterhelés is 

csökkent).  

Azonban, mivel a jelenlegi gyakorlatban alkalmazott módszer részletei előttem 

ismeretlenek voltak, ezért egy alapos (pontosan azonos körülményekre vonatkozó) 

összehasonlító elemzésre nem volt módom. 

 

A fentiek figyelembe vételével az új tudományos eredményeimet az alábbi két tézisben 

foglalom össze. 

5. Tézis 

Korábbi, irodalomban publikált modellek alapján kidolgoztam egy új fogyasztói modellt a 

forróvíztárolók teljesítményfelvételének fizikai leképezésére. A modell újdonsága a 

korábbiakhoz képest a (hőmérséklettől függetlenített) forróvízfogyasztás sztochasztikus 

részmodellje, amelyet részleteiben a 3.4.1.2. fejezetben ismertetek. 

Kidolgoztam a fenti modell paramétereinek meghatározására szolgáló eljárást, amely 

terhelési görbe méréseken alapul. A paraméter-identifikációs eljárás képes figyelembe venni 

forróvíz-fogyasztási méréseket, amennyiben azok rendelkezésre állnak (ld. a 3.4.1.2 és 

3.4.1.3 fejezeteket). 
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Azáltal, hogy a forróvízfogyasztást a hőmérséklettől független, állandó hőmérsékletre 

vonatkozó alakra hoztam, lehetővé vált a modell paramétereinek meghatározása különböző 

hőmérsékleten történt forróvíz-fogyasztási mérések alapján.  

A kapott forróvíztároló modell alkalmas arra, hogy a különböző vezérlési programok napi 

terhelési görbére gyakorolt hatását szimulálja. 

A módszer pontossága (ld. a Fig. 3-11 ábrát) lehetővé teszi, hogy a modellt egy, a kiegyenlítő 

energia csökkentését célzó eljárás részeként alkalmazzam. 

E tézist a [RaiszDan, 05], [Raisz, 06], [RaiszDan, 08], [DanRaisz, 08], [Dan, 09], [Raisz, 09], 

[Raisz2, 09] hivatkozások alatt publikáltam. 

 

6. Tézis 

Kidolgoztam egy eljárást mérlegköri kiegyenlítő energia csökkentésére, ami a vezérelt 

fogyasztók időprogramjának az alapprogramhoz képesti kismértékű megváltoztatásával 

érhető el. Az alapprogramtól való eltérés korlátozására három lehetséges eljárást dolgoztam 

ki annak érdekében, hogy az alapprogram által megvalósított völgyfeltöltési cél (és a 

korlátozó feltételek) ne, vagy csak korlátozható mértékben sérüljenek. E három lehetőség: 

− az alapprogramtól való eltérés időalapú korlátozása 

− az alapprogramtól való eltérés energia-alapú korlátozása 

− a kiegyenlítő energia csökkentésénél használt célfüggvény kiegészítése egy további 

összetevővel. 

Szimulációkkal igazoltam, hogy e módszerekkel csökkenthetők a kiegyenlítő energia 

költségek az alapprogramhoz képesti tetszőlegesen megválasztható eltérés mellett. 

Az eljárás részleteit a  3.6.2 és 3.7.1 fejezetek tartalmazzák. 

 

Ezt a tézist a [Faludi, 04], [RaiszDan, 05], [Raisz, 06], [RaiszDan, 08], [DanRaisz, 08], [Raisz, 

09], [Raisz2, 09] hivatkozások alatt publikáltam. 

 

 

Az itt ismertetett, vezérelt fogyasztókra vonatkozó eljárások implementálásra készek, 

azonban a gyakorlatba történő átültetésük jelenleg nehézségekbe ütközik: szükség van 

a jelenlegi piaci szabályozási rendszer egy részének újragondolására, több érintett szereplő 

(a rendszerirányító, az elosztói engedélyesek és különböző mérlegkörök) részben ellentétes 

érdekeinek figyelembevételével. 

A kapott eredmények azonban világosan mutatják, hogy a fogyasztók közvetlen vezérlésének 

lehetősége nagyon hasznos eszköz a napi terhelési görbe alakítására és a mérlegköri 

kiegyenlítő energia csökkentésére. Az eredményekből az is látszik, hogy van lehetőség a 

különböző érdekek nyomán megfogalmazható célfüggvények és korlátozó feltételek közötti 

kompromisszumra, ezért e vezérlési lehetőség megtartása a jövőben feltétlenül indokolt. 
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List of the Frequently Used Symbols and Abbreviations 

 

 
ATI Accounting Time Interval (15 minutes used in the simulations) 
BE Balancing Energy 
BEP Balancing Energy Prize 
BP Balancing Power 
BUP Buying Prize 
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function 
CLF Capacity Load Factor, for the definition see Eq. (2-4) 
DSM Demand-Side Management 
DSO Distribution System Operator 
ESWH Electric Storage Water Heater 
GA Genetic Algorithm, a stochastic extreme value search procedure 
HUF Hungarian Forint, the Hungarian currency, at the time of publication 1 EUR = 275 HUF. 
HVAC Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning 
LDF Load Factor, the ratio of the average and the maximal real power consumed in a 

certain time interval 
LM Load Management 
LV Low Voltage 
MV Medium Voltage 
NPP Nuclear Power Plant 
RCS Ripple Control System 
RRCS Radio Ripple Control System 
SEP Selling Prize 
TCA Thermostatically Controlled Appliance 
THDI Total Harmonic Distortion (of a given current) 
THDI’ THDI computed from the triplen harmonics only 
TSO Transmission System Operator 

  
I1,I2,I0 Positive-, negative- and zero sequence current 
I(h) Harmonic current component of order h 
Dh Individual harmonic distortion factors Dh = I(h)/ I(1) 
αk Proportion of the transformer current flowing to the kth consumer, see Eq. (2-15) 

)h(
sR  Equivalent line resistance for harmonic order h and sequence s 

)t(I )h(md
s  time function of the complex-valued current measured at the transformer, for 

harmonic order h and sequence s 
)h(

sI  time-average of Is
(h)  (for a given time-interval) 

)1(
W,1I  time-average (for a given time-interval) fundamental positive sequence active 

current component 
p(t) t = {1..52}: weekly average consumed power of the LV supply area under 

consideration 
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Pud(t) “undistorted” load curve (i.e. the load curve without the load of the direct 
controlled consumption) 

PRCS(t) load curve of the direct controlled loads 
Pres(t) resulting load curve, i.e. the sum of Pud(t) and PRCS(t) 
tsw Switching time interval: time between issuing two consecutive commands for 

direct controlled groups (5 minutes used in the simulations) 
ts Simulation time interval (5 minutes used in the simulations) 
ttk(t) Total time the direct controlled group k was switched on, passed since a defined 

time point in the day when this counter was reset. 
V(t,k) Switching schedule for direct controlled group k at time t. Either 0 or 1. 
Pk(t) The power the direct controlled group k  would consume if it was switched on at 

the next time step t 
PGk Nominal power of the direct controlled group k, i.e. the sum of the nominal 

powers of the controlled appliances in that group. 
DEVk(t) A measure of deviation from the base schedule (in hours) the direct controlled 

group k has been accumulated since the last reset (once a day) of this counter. 
DEVP(t) A penalizing price for DEVk(t) 
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1 Introduction 

 

Distribution System Operators (DSOs) are under constant pressure to operate their systems 

more and more efficiently. Efficient operation means among other things lower operating 

costs. Cost reduction (or cost avoidance) can be achieved in several ways, some of them are 

explained below. 

Low Voltage (LV) network losses are reported to be relatively high in Hungary 

compared to several other EU countries. In order to implement proper LV loss 

reduction measures a cost-benefit analysis is essential, this means that an accurate 

knowledge of the magnitude and components of LV network losses is necessary. 

The accurate knowledge of LV network losses has several other advantages. On the 

one hand it can be helpful in detecting electricity theft. (If for example the difference 

between energy measured at the transformer and the sum of electricity meter 

readings in the supplied area is significantly higher than the expected network loss, 

then electricity theft can be assumed.) 

On the other hand, network losses are a non-negligible part of the daily schedules used 

in electricity market operations. A balance group is a group of producers, traders and 

consumers in which the planned value of all purchases and sales correspond. These 

volumes, defined for every quarter of an hour (schedule), are given by the balance 

group managers to the transmission system operator. If the balance group differs from 

its schedule (the actual consumption is higher or smaller than planned) the difference 

is balanced by the transmission system operator and this balancing energy (BE) is 

settled later with the balance group.  

Since the schedules include losses, accurate loss estimation is necessary. 

Additional costs can also be avoided if the actual consumption can be influenced in 

order to match the planned consumption. This can be achieved by Demand Side 

Management (DSM) techniques, among them by using direct load control methods. 

Direct load control can be used to remotely switch on and off groups of appliances, 

typically thermostatically controlled loads like electric storage water heaters.  

However, direct load control can not only be applied to decrease balancing energy, but 

also to level the daily load curve of large groups of consumers, i.e. to decrease the 

difference between the minimal and maximal consumption during a day. It can be 

proved that this peak-shaving and valley-filling reduces network losses. An even more 

severe cost avoidance effect is experienced by power plants – this was one of the main 

reasons why direct load control systems have been developed: if a well-shaped load 

curve can be achieved, base-load power plants do not need to lower their production 

and the excessive use of expensive peak-load plants can be avoided. 
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It can be seen that network loss estimation and direct load control possibilities can play an 

important role in the cost-efficient operation of distribution systems. 

This dissertation aims to contribute to the cost-efficient distribution system operation by 

presenting new models and algorithms in the following two topics: 

− Models and Computation Procedures Used in Low Voltage Network Loss Estimation 

− Modeling of Direct Controlled Loads and Optimization of the Switching Schedules. 

Thus the underlying dissertation is organized in two major Sections 2 and 3.  

Both Sections are reports on research work performed during several projects. 

The first group of projects was initiated by several Distribution System Operators between 

2005 and 2008. The aim of these projects was to examine the sources of low voltage 

network losses, to build appropriate domestic load models and measurement procedures to 

estimate the magnitude of these loss components. Section 2 of the thesis contains the 

models and algorithms developed during these projects. 

The second group of projects was started in 2003 by the Hungarian Energy Agency and was 

set forth by some of the Hungarian Distribution System Operators. The aim of these projects, 

as well as the numerous discussions with different players of the Hungarian power industry 

was to explore the possibilities of direct load control.  

As a result of large investments, by the end of the 1980’s, Ripple Control Systems have been 

installed in order to be able to fill up load valleys and clip demand peaks by remotely 

switching on and off groups of electric storage water heaters and storage space heaters from 

the dispatcher centers of the utilities. The change in the regulatory environment since the 

90’s, the recent installation of Radio Ripple Control Systems and the appearance of Smart 

Metering possibilities on the horizon opened new perspectives in the effective usage of the 

existing and the future direct load control systems. Section 3 of the thesis contains 

contributions to the effective usage of these systems in form of algorithms that seek an 

optimum between several conflicting objectives and constraints. 

 

Though the topics of the two Sections 2 and 3 are fairly independent of each other, they 

have another common point besides the cost-reduction issues mentioned earlier. 

The algorithms developed for the appropriate switching of  remote controlled groups, the 

parameter identification of the models of thermostatically controlled appliances and also the 

parameter identification of the models used for loss estimation based on measurements 

involve optimization procedures or extreme value finding procedures.  

This was the reason for the choice of the title of the underlying dissertation. 

 

Both Sections 2 and 3 contain a detailed introduction to the respective problem. The 

references cited in the dissertation are also listed separately in both Sections, and the new 

scientific results are summarized in separate Chapters in each Section. 
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2 Models and Computation Procedures Used in Low Voltage Network 

Loss Estimation 

2.1 Motivation  

Total system losses are measures of how efficiently a power system is delivering energy to 

its customers. Total system losses are the difference between the energy purchased (or 

produced) and the energy delivered (or sold) to end users. Losses can come from two 

sources [Dortolina,05]:  

1) technical losses, those that result from the heating of conductors and coils and from 

the excitation of the windings of transformers and other devices, and  

2) nontechnical losses, those associated with inadequate or missing revenue metering, 

with problems with billing and/or collection systems, and/or with consumer pilferage. 

There are two sources of technical losses:  

a) the “load losses” or current dependent losses, consisting of the I2R (Joule) losses in the 

series resistances of the various system elements (e.g., lines and transformers); and 

b) the “no-load losses”, which are independent of the actual load served by the system. 

The majority of the no-load losses are voltage-dependent losses that arise due to the 

transformer core losses resulting from the excitation current. 

The research that lead to the elaboration of the theses presented hereafter was initiated by 

Hungarian distribution system operators (DSOs) E.ON Dél-Dunántúli Áramszolgáltató Zrt,  

DÉMÁSZ Hálózati Kft. and ELMŰ Nyrt in 2005. 

Considering the present Hungarian conditions the technical losses run up to 10-12 % of the 

electric power fed in [Targosz, 08],[MVM, 08], and approx. 40 % of these losses arise on the 

low-voltage (LV) networks. 

The present work deals with the current dependent LV line active loss powers, denoted 

hereafter by the term “network losses” or simply “losses”. 

At present conditions the Hungarian households are equipped with revenue meters that are 

not able to be read remotely. The meters are usually read once per year, or – without 

obligation – the owner can read them once per month. The medium voltage / low voltage 

transformers are usually not equipped with any kind of meters. 

Therefore it is an important task to survey the components of the LV network losses, on the 

one hand in order to accurately estimate the losses (in the Hungarian distribution system 
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there is no widely-used automatic meter reading infrastructure installed yet), and on the 

other hand to enable a cost-benefit analysis of loss reduction investments. 

The main goals of the research were: 

- to determine the minimally required amount of information needed to estimate the LV 
network losses in a way as simple and as accurate as possible, and 

- to establish a simple measurement procedure and a computation algorithm. 

During the course of research the “unified loss theory” was developed [DánRaisz, 07], which 

enables to treat various components of LV network losses in a common framework. This is a 

deterministic computation procedure that makes it possible to estimate the total network 

loss on a LV system supplied by a transformer; the necessary inputs of this procedure are  

- the network parameters (line section lengths, line types, etc.)  
- voltage and current measurement that has to be performed at the transformer 

secondary 
- annual energy consumption of the consumers supplied by that transformer.  

This deterministic computation has some drawbacks: it cannot handle uncertainties (e.g. the 

connection phase of single-phase households is usually unknown), and it relies on certain 

simplifying assumptions (namely that the measured transformer currents are divided among 

the consumers according to time-invariant proportions). Further it was observed (see Fig. 

2-9) that the method underestimated the loss by more than 4 % on average. 

In order to improve the accuracy, a stochastic computation procedure has been elaborated, 

that has the same inputs as the deterministic one, and which constitutes of  

- the derivation of a new stochastic residential load model based on measurements, and 
- a new Monte-Carlo loss calculation method. 

These are the two main scientific results that will be presented in detail in this Section. 

This Section is thus organized as follows: 

Chapter 2.2 gives a literature overview on the state-of-the-art LV network loss calculation 

methods, as well as stochastic residential load models that are referred to in Chapter 2.5. 

In Chapter 2.3 the components of the LV network losses are reviewed.  

In Chapter 2.4 the unified loss theory is presented in a deterministic approach.  

Chapter 2.5 presents the new stochastic residential load model, and the Monte-Carlo loss 

calculation method is shown in 2.6. Sensitivity analysis is performed in Chapter 2.8 and 

simulation results are presented in Chapter 2.9.  

Conclusions are presented in Chapter 2.10 and finally the new scientific results are 

summarized in Chapter 2.12.  
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2.2 Literature Overview 

In this Chapter, an overview on present network loss calculation methods and residential 

load models is given. 

2.2.1 Network Loss Calculation Methods 

Literature research has shown a wide variety of low-voltage (LV) network loss calculation 

methods. 

In [Schultz, 78] simple formulae are derived for loss computation of voltage- or thermally-

limited feeders supplying rectangular load areas and assuming uniform load density. The 

load currents are assumed to be constant over time with a constant power factor. The loss 

depends partly on the portion of the current that returns through the neutral conductor; this 

portion can be varied between 40 % and 100 %. (The method was elaborated for U.S. MV 

networks that are operated with solidly grounded star-point.) The constant current and 

constant power factor assumption makes this method unsuitable for accurate calculations in 

LV networks. 

In [Sun, 80] the authors present a three-phase load-flow formulation of the loss calculation 

problem. Distinctive daily load shapes are assigned to different types of customers (e.g. 

residential, commercial, industrial), different days of the week, and different seasons of the 

year, on an empirical basis. Residential load is considered as a composition of several 

components (refrigerators, air-conditioners, fluorescent and incandescent lights), and a 

nonlinear relationship between voltage and consumed powers are used to simulate those 

appliances. These are the two main drawbacks of this method: the voltage-power 

relationships have to be determined appliance by appliance (by measurements), and a 

detailed knowledge of the composition of loads are necessary.  

Though only some selected points of the load shapes are used for load-flow calculations, the 

energy losses are estimated using load duration curves. This latter method is described in 

detail in [Shultz, 82], where also a method is presented for the estimation of the load 

duration curve if only the subsystem average and peak load and the total system load 

duration curve are known. Though this method might be useful if very few data is available, 

its accuracy is questionable. 

The energy and demand losses of distribution system can be calculated by using the percent 

loading on the different components of the distribution system. [Flaten, 88] The system-

wide energy flowing through a distribution component is divided by the system-wide energy 

handling capacity of the component for the period the losses are to be calculated. This 

percent loading, along with simple surveys and plant accounting records of the distribution 

system is used to find the losses. The method uses simple calculations, readily available data, 

and solves for system losses directly. The estimate of losses yielded by this method is simple 
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but rough, because it uses several empirical correction factors, constant power factors and 

neglects asymmetry and harmonics.  

The method of “Equivalent hours loss factor” is analyzed in [Gustafson,88], where that factor 

is defined as “the ratio of the average loss during a designated period to the peak or 

maximum loss occurring in that period”. Through statistical examination of the load curves 

of several distribution systems a quadratic or an exponential relationship was found 

between the load factor (the ratio of the average load to the peak load) and the Equivalent 

hours loss factor. This method also relies on empirically determined constants, neglects 

several important factors influencing losses (even reactive power), and is therefore not 

suitable for accurate calculations. 

Several types of daily load curves (DLCs) have been analyzed in [Shenkman,90] using a 

statistical approach. Assigning different types of DLCs to the consumers of a system, and 

determining the second moments and second mixed moments of those DLCs, a simple 

formula has be derived to obtain energy losses for that system. The method is further 

improved in [Taleski, 96]. The authors state that the average error of their network loss 

estimation is below 1 %, but it has to be emphasized, that this method was designed for MV 

networks, where the load curves at the consumer nodes can be approximated with a load 

profile with good accuracy; in LV networks the household loads are far more dissimilar 

because of their stochastic nature. 

A very promising approach was presented in [Dortolina,05] to make existing loss estimations 

more accurate. The similarity of distinct distribution networks is measured using a clustering 

analysis. Key features are the number of customers per km feeder length and annual energy 

consumption of customers. Based on these features four clusters were built for the 

distribution systems surveyed and for each cluster a specific quadratic loss function was 

determined. The idea of clustering distribution networks and making estimation specific for 

each cluster can be expected to improve the accuracy which, however, still depends on the 

accuracy of the method used for each cluster.  

To improve the efficiency of feeder power loss analysis for distribution systems, the Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN)-based simplified power loss models have been derived [Kang, 06] for 

both overhead feeders and underground feeders. The data set for ANN training has been 

created by executing three-phase load flow analysis to find the power loss of testing feeders 

with different scenarios of network configuration and power loading level. Inputs of the ANN 

are feeder loading, total transformer capacity and total conductor length. The main 

drawback of this method is that the ANN has to be trained with a large amount of measured 

(and not simulated) loss data in order to train it appropriately; otherwise it will not be 

accurate for real-life cases. Such an extensive data acquisition is usually not affordable for 

distribution system operators. 
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In [Rao, 06] the measurement of the feeder currents is proposed, and the customer currents 

are supposed to be a constant portion of the measured currents. An even more accurate 

variant of this approach is called the “deterministic method” in Chapter 2.9.1., but the 

accuracy was found to be insufficient as compared to the stochastic method developed by 

the author of this thesis. 

Some Distribution System Operators (DSOs) state, that they lack the network loading and 

modeling data necessary to carry out detailed calculations (see [TOP, 08]). Therefore they 

simply calculate so-called “reconciliation losses” (energy injection and consumption 

information for a certain network from the immediate past 24 months), and assume a 

certain percentage of non-technical losses for theft, meter inaccuracy and minor billing 

errors. 

Other recent publications still make use of simple formulae and very few information on the 

district that is investigated. The method described in [Raesaar, 07] takes into consideration 

the power entering the loss district during a certain time interval, the form factor of the load 

curve and the power factor at the peak load, and it neglects the loss-increasing effect of 

unbalanced load and harmonic currents. However in [Ochoa, 05] results are presented that 

show the significant increase of network losses due to load unbalance, and [Dorado, 04] 

presents a method based on dynamic programming optimization to design distribution and 

industrial networks with unbalanced customers, which implies optimal assignation of single-

phase customers to each phase. 

One of the most recent publications on LV network losses is [Mikic, 07]. It gives a 

comprehensive overview on previously published methods, pointing out the assumptions 

and simplifications used. The paper proposes a formula that contains two constants besides 

network parameters like resistance, line length, power factor and average load. The two 

constants have to be identified based on a small number (at least two) load-duration curves 

of the typical loads the network supplies. The paper states that the proposed method has a 

relative error less than 0.5 % compared to the exact loss value. This value could not be 

verified by simulations, as is shown in Chapter 2.9.1. 

2.2.2 Stochastic Residential Load Models 

Literature research revealed two well established ways of stochastic residential load 

modeling suitable for distribution network loss calculation. 

The first one, called “bottom-up approach” assumes that the current of a household at any 

time instant is the sum of the currents of several household appliances, and the load shape 

is determined essentially by interrelations between appliances and members of the 

household [Walker, 85; Capasso, 94; Yao, 05; Paatero, 06].  

In [Walker, 85] the concept of “availability” and “proclivity” functions is developed. For an 

individual person an availability function assigns a probability to every time instant of a week 
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indicating that person is at home and awake. This function is composed by use of several 

other functions (like “Breakfast length density function”, “Travel time to work density 

function”, and so on), that describe the starting/finishing times or durations of certain 

activities (in the paper normally and exponentially distributed density functions are used for 

this purpose). 

Given the fact that a person is available, that person will tend to do certain things at certain 

times. Proclivity functions are introduced to describe probabilities of perform certain 

activities that result in the use of electrical energy (for example, when people eat, when they 

watch television, when they wash clothes and so on). Essentially two types of "proclivity" 

functions are considered. The first type involves use of an individual piece of equipment 

(such as a washing machine), and the second involves the tendency to do something (such as 

eating) which indirectly affects the use of more than one electrical appliance. After specific 

electric appliances with known electric parameters have been assigned to the activities 

taken into consideration, the total load of a residence, and subsequently for a group of 

residences can be simulated. 

Capasso et.al. [Capasso, 94] extended this model by introducing the dependence of the 

availability and the proclivity functions on demographic and socioeconomic parameters. For 

example, the availability function depends highly on the employment rate in the area, and 

the inclination of a person using a certain appliance depends among others on his income 

(but also on the geographical location of the household). The authors have used data on 

consumers’ lifestyles and habits from the Italian Central Institute of Statistics gathered from 

about 40.000 persons over a year, and data from a Household Consumption Survey 

conducted for several years. 

A model similar to the above was developed for UK households and documented in 

[Yao, 05]. Unlike previous approaches, this one includes a detailed model of domestic space 

heating among the household loads considered. To calculate domestic heating load, four 

typologies of houses are selected, which are flat, semi-detached, detached, and mid-

terraced house, moreover, the siting of the house is also taken into consideration. 

A somewhat simplified variant of the “bottom-up” approach is presented in [Paatero, 06] for 

the Finnish case. In the proposed model the temporal electricity consumption profile of each 

individual appliance of each household is generated separately, as in the previous cases, but 

instead of using availability and proclivity functions the authors are using a starting 

probability function and a mean starting frequency for each appliance.  

The starting probability function is influenced by a seasonal probability factor, an hourly 

probability factor and a social probability factor (latter is same for all households), and these 

factors together with the starting frequencies are determined based on statistical evaluation 

of a large set of measured data (e.g. data from an end-use metering campaign in 400 

households of four European countries [Sidler, 03], where a large portion of the appliances 
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in each household was monitored simultaneously every ten minutes over a full month of 

operation.) 

The mean saturation levels for the appliances (i.e. percentages of households possessing a 

certain appliance) are determined based on national or load research statistics. 

 

In order to build an accurate “bottom-up” model a vast amount of data has to be collected, 

such as 

− Engineering data on appliances (size, brand, operating modes, consumption data 
and profiles, etc.) 

− Demographic and socioeconomic data (house location and building type, family 
size, appliance ownership, etc.) 

− Occupancy and usage patterns determined by lifestyle and habits.  

Though these models are reported on as yielding extremely accurate results on average, 

they have two main drawbacks: 

− they are hard to build, mainly because of the extensive need of data about the 
consumers or their appliances and the households in general (usually some part 
of the required data is not available) 

− accuracy for a specific network for a specific time interval is not warranted, i.e. 
there is no built-in mechanism that would make sure that the sum of simulated 
household currents equals to the measured currents at the transformer. 

The other approach, called hereafter “top-down” approach is based on using special 

probability distributions that are fitted on a large set of observed load data (beta-, gamma-, 

normal or lognormal distributions) [Seppälä, 96; Herman, 98; Dougal, 04; Herman, 07]. These 

methods usually treat currents in consecutive time intervals independently. This approach 

seems to be suitable in cases where only the sum of loads matters, e.g. for transformer peak 

load estimation or for the estimation of the lowest voltage at the end of a radial feeder. For 

loss calculations, however, the spatial distribution of load is essential, i.e. it makes quite a 

difference which consumers contribute to the transformer load at a certain time interval.  

However, such methods can easily be adjusted so that the sum of the consumer currents 

equals the measured currents at the transformer (see e.g. [Seppälä, 96] or the “Corrected 

Gamma Distribution” Method in Chapter 2.5.2.) 

In [Seppälä, 96] load models are derived based on the Finnish Load Research Project, during 

which the hourly average active power consumption of more than 1000 consumers was 

monitored for several years. The consumers have been classified into 46 types, and based on 

the collected data a lookup-table model was established to determine the mean hourly 

active power and its standard deviation for every hour of the year and for each consumer 

class, depending only on the annual energy consumption of the consumer. After that the 

actual load of a consumer was simulated randomly using sampling normal and lognormal 
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distributions; the parameters of these distributions have also been determined based on the 

recorded data during load research.  

As the author correctly points out: “The reliability of load models applied from a nation-wide 

sample is limited in any specific network because many local circumstances are different 

from utility to utility and time to time”. Therefore a method is developed in order to utilize 

measurements from a distribution network to improve the above customer class load 

models. This method consists of aggregating the original load models and dividing the errors 

between the aggregated load and the measured feeder load among the consumers in 

proportion to the variances of the original loads. 

In works by Hermann et. al. ([Herman, 98], [Herman, 07], [Heunis, 02] etc.) another “top-

down” approach is described. After an extensive load research program in South Africa the 

average current of individual residential consumers was found to be beta-distributed. 

Therefore a probabilistic model was set up, which deals with two uncertainties: load 

uncertainty using a beta pdf and load parameter uncertainty using a bivariate distribution of 

means and standard deviations. The expectation of the percentile value (90 % or 98 %) of a 

group of residential consumers (ten or more) was thus described using a beta distribution. 

The parameters of this distribution can be easily determined if the averages and the 

variances of the individual consumer currents are known. The model was further simplified 

by using a linear regression to estimate the aforementioned variances from the averages. 

In [Dougal, 04] the authors present a Monte Carlo simulation model of consumer demand 

taking into account the statistical spread of demand in each half hour using data sampled 

from two gamma distributions.  

A random daily energy use for each house is generated by sampling the first gamma 

distribution. The random value is then corrected for the actual 3 pm temperature on the day 

being modeled to give the simulated daily energy use. For each interval of the load profile, 

the simulated demand is calculated by randomly sampling the second gamma distribution 

and scaling by the daily energy use. The parameters of the gamma distribution are based on 

data metered at a number of residential properties fed by one transformer. A linear 

regression is used to estimate the variance of the first distribution from its mean value, and 

a square root relationship is used to estimate the variance of the second distribution from its 

mean value. 

The simulated profiles at the residential properties are aggregated and the simulated 

maximum demand is compared with actual maximum demand at a given transformer and an 

entire distribution network (showing good agreement in both cases). 
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The probability distributions that have been used in the above mentioned “top-down” 

approaches have been tested against Hungarian measured data that have been collected in 

the framework of the underlying research. The measurement data and the probability 

distribution tests are presented in Chapter 2.13.2. It can be concluded that neither of the 

above mentioned statistical distributions is capable of modeling the measured Hungarian 

household loads accurately. 

 

Present Hungarian DSO practice does neither allow extensive measurement campaigns nor 

workforce-intensive surveys and data collection; therefore a simple framework had to be 

established to correctly model LV loads and to accurately estimate LV network losses.  
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2.3 Overview on the Components of LV Network Losses 

The concept of a unified loss theory was first introduced in a research report prepared for 

one of the Hungarian DSOs [Dán, 0678]. It comprises the separate determination of an ideal 

case loss and the calculation of additional loss-increasing components. The ideal case loss is 

the network loss that would arise if the current of all the consumers 

– was time-invariant 

– had only an active (and no reactive) component 

– contained no negative or zero sequence components 

– contained no harmonics 
If these conditions are met, the resulting network loss is minimal compared to any other 

case where the consumed energy is the same but at least one of the above conditions is not 

met.  

In other words, to supply the consumers with a certain amount of energy, the ideal-case 

network loss is inevitable, it cannot be reduced only by changing the network itself (but in 

most real-life cases the loss is greater). 

The loss-increasing factors are 

– capacity load factor 

– fundamental frequency reactive current 

– fundamental frequency current asymmetry (negative and zero sequence) 

– harmonic currents. 
The above factors are introduced one-by-one in the following paragraphs. 

2.3.1 Capacity Load Factor 

The time-variant rms current i(t) flowing through a line segment with a resistance R causes a 

loss energy from time 0 to T as follows: 

[Ws]   ∫=
T

loss dttiRW
0

2 )(  (2-1)

If the rms of the current was constant over time (delivering the same consumed energy), the 
ideal case loss would be  

[Ws]    2
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The capacity load factor  
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(CLF =  Wloss / Wloss(ideal) ) shows the loss increase due to the fact that the rms of the current is 

varying over time. 

2.3.2 Fundamental Frequency Reactive Power 

In the ideal case the current has only an active component IP causing a loss power of 

[W]    2
)( 3 Pidealloss IRP = . If the current IS has non-zero reactive component, then the loss 

power is [W]    2SIRPloss 3= , and the loss increase (assuming the same consumed active 

power) expresses to  

( )2)ideal(loss

loss
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1

P

P

ϕ
=  (2-5) 

2.3.3 Asymmetry 

Fundamental harmonic negative sequence current I2 causes a loss increase only in the phase 

conductors:  

�����,��� 	 3�|�|� � 3�|�|� (2-6) 

where I1 is the positive sequence current, and R is assumed to be the line resistance in both 

the positive and negative sequence network. 

Since 

�����,����� 	 3�|�|� (2-7) 

therefore  

Ploss, 1-2/Ploss(ideal)= 1+ I2
2 / I1

2. (2-8) 

The zero sequence current I0 produces a loss increase in the phase conductors as well as in 

the neutral conductor / ground return path. Let us assume that the resistance of the neutral 

conductor is equal to the resistance of the phase conductors, and that the zero sequence 

current returns completely via the neutral conductor. Then the current in the neutral is 

three times the zero sequence current, and thus 

�����,��� 	 3�|�|� � 3�|�|� �  �|3�|�  (2-9) 

therefore 

Ploss,1-0/Ploss(ideal)= 1+ 4 I0
2 / I1

2. (2-10)
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2.3.4 Harmonic Currents 

Let us assume that the current flowing through a line segment with line resistance R has 

several harmonic components. For the positive and negative sequence harmonic 

components the loss power in the phase conductors can be expressed as 

�����,��� 	 ��������
�

���
 (2-11)

whereas the ideal loss is 

������������ 	 ������� (2-12)

The loss increase in the phase conductors due to harmonic currents (neglecting the 

frequency dependence of the network resistance) can thus be expressed as  

Ploss,h12/Ploss(ideal)= 1+ (THDI)
2. (2-13)

 

For zero sequence harmonics (triplen harmonics) currents an additional loss in the ground or 

neutral return path or wire should be considered, similarly to  

�����,������� 	 � � �3�����
�� �

 (2-14)

assuming that the resistance of the neutral is equal to the resistance of the phase 

conductors. 

This loss increase can then be expressed as Ploss,neutral/Ploss(ideal) = (3THD’I)
2, where THD’I 

consists only of the triplen harmonics. 

2.4 The Deterministic Loss Computation Procedure 

2.4.1 Simplified Deterministic Algorithm 

A basic form of the aggregate calculation method of network loss components that have 

been described in Chapter 2.3 is derived in [Dán, 0678]. The required data for loss estimation 

are  

– network data (line section lengths and specific – per km – line section resistances) 

– data resulting from voltage and current measurements (lasting for at least one week) 
performed at the transformer secondary:  

o if the transformer currents are measured, then the loss on the whole LV 
network can be estimated, 

o if the currents of one of the feeders are measured, then the loss for that 
single feeder can be estimated. 



 

In that report the following assumptions are used:

– the current measured at the transformer is divided equally among the consumers,

– the specific line section resistances are the same for every harmonic and sequence,

– the power factors (cosφ) are the same for every consumer and are time

– the asymmetry factors 

– the individual harmonic distortio

The computation procedure based on these assumptions will be referred to as the 

“simplified deterministic algorithm”, but it will not be derived here in detail, since the result 

is a special case of the more general procedure that will be described in the sequel.

2.4.2 General Deterministic Algorithm 

The method that uses less limiting assumptions has been published in [

derived here in detail. This method 

considered as one of the new scientific achievements of this work; it will b

the “deterministic algorithm” and will be listed as 

The main achievement of this procedure is that it is the first that treats the four different 

loss components (time-variant consumption, reactive power, asymmetry and harmonics) in a 

common framework. Therefore this approach will also be called the “

All previous publications (known to the author) that recognized the importance of these 

factors dealt with them separately and not in a uniform manner. An advantage of the ne

approach is that it makes it possible to compare the loss components and evaluate the effect 

of different loss-reduction investments.

Let us consider a LV feeder with 

assume that the time-varying complex current 

measured at the transformer is divided among the consumers so that the current of the 

consumer k is 

where 1
1

=∑
=

N

k

kα  and all αk are constant over time. 

In that report the following assumptions are used: 

the current measured at the transformer is divided equally among the consumers,

line section resistances are the same for every harmonic and sequence,

the power factors (cosφ) are the same for every consumer and are time

the asymmetry factors A2 = I2 / I1 and A0 = I0 / I1 are time-invariant, 

the individual harmonic distortion factors Dh = I(h)/ I(1) are time-invariant.

The computation procedure based on these assumptions will be referred to as the 

“simplified deterministic algorithm”, but it will not be derived here in detail, since the result 

general procedure that will be described in the sequel.

General Deterministic Algorithm – Unified Loss Theory 

The method that uses less limiting assumptions has been published in [Dán,

derived here in detail. This method was developed by the author of this dissertation and

considered as one of the new scientific achievements of this work; it will b

deterministic algorithm” and will be listed as “Thesis 1” in Chapter 2.12

The main achievement of this procedure is that it is the first that treats the four different 

variant consumption, reactive power, asymmetry and harmonics) in a 

framework. Therefore this approach will also be called the “Unified Loss Theory

All previous publications (known to the author) that recognized the importance of these 

factors dealt with them separately and not in a uniform manner. An advantage of the ne

approach is that it makes it possible to compare the loss components and evaluate the effect 

reduction investments. 

Let us consider a LV feeder with N consumers and N line segments (see Fig. 

varying complex current Imd(t) – either harmonic and sequence 

measured at the transformer is divided among the consumers so that the current of the 

)()( tItI
md

kk α=  

are constant over time.  

Fig. 2-1 Sample network 
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the current measured at the transformer is divided equally among the consumers, 

line section resistances are the same for every harmonic and sequence, 

the power factors (cosφ) are the same for every consumer and are time-invariant 

 

invariant. 

The computation procedure based on these assumptions will be referred to as the 

“simplified deterministic algorithm”, but it will not be derived here in detail, since the result 

general procedure that will be described in the sequel. 

Dán, 08] and will be 

was developed by the author of this dissertation and is 

considered as one of the new scientific achievements of this work; it will be referred to as 

2.12. 

The main achievement of this procedure is that it is the first that treats the four different 

variant consumption, reactive power, asymmetry and harmonics) in a 

Unified Loss Theory”. 

All previous publications (known to the author) that recognized the importance of these 

factors dealt with them separately and not in a uniform manner. An advantage of the new 

approach is that it makes it possible to compare the loss components and evaluate the effect 

Fig. 2-1), and let us 

either harmonic and sequence – 

measured at the transformer is divided among the consumers so that the current of the 

(2-15) 
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Thus the loss power can be expressed as  
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where 
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will be called “equivalent resistance” of the LV feeder. 

If all line sections are of the same line type, then  

∑ ∑
= =









α=

N

1n

2N

nk
knlrR  (2-18)

where 

r  is the specific (Ω/km) resistance of the feeder for the harmonic order and sequence 

investigated, and 

ln  is the length of line section n. 

Such equivalent resistances can be calculated for every sequence and harmonic order 

considered, and it will be denoted  )h(
sR  for harmonic h and for sequence s.  

(Further, if the parameters αk  significantly differ for the fundamental current and for its 

active component, then the equivalent resistance can be calculated for the active 

component of the fundamental current and will be denoted by )1(
W,1R .) 

The scale parameters αk for the fundamental frequency positive sequence active current can 

be chosen according to the annual energy consumption, i.e.  

∑
=

=
N

i

i

k

k

W

W

1

α  (2-19)

where Wi is the annual energy consumption of the i-th consumer.  

For all other current components either the above αk parameters can be used, or – as a first 

step towards a probabilistic model – they can be varied randomly, as long as their sum 
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remains 1. The random variation can be performed based on statistical evaluation of 

previously recorded measurement data of several residential consumer currents (see 

Appendix 2.13.2, Figs. 2-18 to 2-26) 

After determining the parameters αk and the equivalent resistances (2-17) the loss 

components can be calculated according to Eq. (2-16) for every sequence and harmonic 

order, and the total loss can be expressed as 

∑ ∑
=

=
h 2,1,0s

)h(
s

2)h(md
sloss R)t(I3)t(P  (2-20)

In order to express the mean loss power as the product of the ideal case loss and the sum of 

the loss increasing factors, Eq. (2-20) has to be rearranged. Let us denote ∫=
T

dttx
T

x
0

)(
1

, 

the average of x(t) over time. 

Then the ideal case loss can be expressed as  

)1(
,1

2)1(
,1)( 3 WWidealloss RIP =  (2-21)

 and the total average loss power as 

∑ ∑
=

=
h 2,1,0s

)h(
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2)h(
sloss RI3P  (2-22)

or – to highlight the main loss-increasing components – as 
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 (2-23)

(Note, that in Eq. (2-22) - (2-23) only the dominant sequence components of the harmonic 

currents were taken into consideration, i.e. zero sequence for the 3rd, negative sequence for 

the 5th and positive sequence for the 7th harmonic currents; all other components can 

usually be neglected. Upper index md was omitted in Eq. (2-21) - (2-23) for the sake of 

readability.) 
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It has to be mentioned, that the reactive currents are simulated assuming that the 

fundamental harmonic voltage phase angle is constant along the line – which is usually a 

good approximation. 

The method assumes that the consumers on the network considered are very similar in 

nature (see Eq. (2-15)), e.g. only household consumers exist on the network. This approach 

can be extended so that it can take into consideration one or more consumers,  

- that have (probably but not necessarily) significantly larger consumption 
- the currents of which are a-priori known (the currents can be either measured quasi on-

line using AMR or estimated using pre-defined daily load profiles). 
This extension is shown in Appendix 2.13.1 

The proposed method is fast and easy to implement. 

There are, however, some issues that the above method cannot cope with. 

In the present Hungarian LV distribution system a considerable part of the residential 

consumers has a single-phase connection, but the operators’ databases lack the information 

about the exact connection phase of each consumer.  

The other drawback of the method is that it assumes time-invariant αk parameters, but in 

reality the measured current at the transformer is the sum of consumer currents that are 

varying rather dissimilarly every time step (compare Fig. 2-14 and Fig. 2-16 showing rms 

currents measured at a household and at the transformer, in the same phase, in the same 

time-interval).  

These considerations led to the elaboration of a pseudo-stochastic model, which is described 

in the next section. 

2.5 The Combined Residential Load Model 

The load model used in the present work was a combination of a bottom-up and a top-down 

approach. 

2.5.1 Elementary Appliances 

This model was also developed by the author of this dissertation and is another important 

result of the underlying research; it will be referred to as “Thesis 2” in Chapter 2.12.  

In the first step a household load is thought of as a mix of several so-called “elementary 

appliances”, which can be either household appliances or usage patterns that are identified 

based on household measurements. (Examples of household phase current measurements 

are given in Appendix 2.13.2. Some patterns – probably the currents of refrigerators and 

washing machines – appeared in every household measured, but there are also patterns, 

which are not so distinctive and therefore could not be assigned to a specific household 

appliance, but could be identified using a method described below.) 
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2.5.1.1 Simulation 

For the simulation of such an elementary appliance the cumulative distribution functions 

(cdfs) of the following properties are used: 

A. number of switch-on events a day 
B. switch-on time instants during a day 
C. length of switch-on events during a day 
D. magnitudes and phase angles of the fundamental and harmonic currents. 

The cdfs that characterize a particular elementary appliance are shown by way of example in 

Figs. Fig. 2-2 and Fig. 2-3. (Magnitudes and phase angles are shown here for the fundamental 

component only.) 

 

Fig. 2-2 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of different properties of an “elementary appliance” 
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Fig. 2-3 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of different properties of  

another “elementary appliance” 

 

The simulation of one of such elementary appliances over one day is done by performing 

several random number generations using the above cdfs in that given order. (Random 

number generation is performed using the inversion method [Deák, 90].) First one random 

number (M) is generated based on the cdf type A, this means the elementary appliance will 

be switched on M times during that day. The instants when it is switched on are simulated 

by generating M random numbers based on the cdf of type B. The usage durations are 

simulated by generating M random numbers based on the cdf of type C. Each usage event 

can be characterized by either the same current (if there is one single operating mode of the 

appliance) or by different currents each time (if several operating modes are possible); 

based on this decision either one or M random numbers have to be generated using all 

remaining cdfs (types D). 

Simulation of several elementary appliances  

After carrying out the identification process (see 2.5.1.2) on measurement data collected by 

monitoring several households, one obtains a database of elementary appliances. (From the 

measurements described in Appendix 2.13.2 altogether 46 elementary appliances have been 

identified.)  

When simulating a household, it is reasonable to limit the number of certain types of 

elementary appliances that can be chosen to be part of that household. (For example, it is 
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uncommon to have more than one refrigerator in one household – up to certain annual 

energy consumption.)  

Three types of elementary appliances have been found that can be judged to correspond to 

a certain type of household appliance: refrigerator (the periodicity of the consumption is 

very distinctive), washing machine (characteristic by its time-dependent current) and 

“standby appliance” (resulting from the identification procedure as the offset current). 

The number of these appliances in a household can therefore be limited.  

2.5.1.2 Identification 

The identification of the cdfs characterizing elementary appliances is done using a clustering 

algorithm on measured household currents. 

The current I(t) of a household at different time instants t can be represented as points in 

the complex plane. Let us assume a number of k elementary appliances in that household, 

and let us assume that the current of the elementary appliance j is time-invariant complex Ij. 

An elementary appliance at time t is either switched on or switched off. 

Let }1;0{)( ∈tjλ  denote the on/off state of the elementary appliance j at time t. 

Let Ck denote the set of all possible different sequences of k binary values. (The set Ck has 2k 

elements.) 

If we denote the nth element of Ck by cn, and the jth value in the sequence cn by cn(j)  

( kn

k Ccnkj ∈∈∈ },2..1{},..1{ ), then we can define a set SIk: 

},)({
1
∑
=

∈∀=
k

j

knjnk CcIjcSI  (2-24)

which is a set of all possible combinations of the currents of the elementary appliances. 

Therefore at every time instant t  

k

k

j

jj SIIttI ∈=∑
=1

)()( λ  (2-25)

i.e. the current of the household I(t) can be the sum of any of the currents Ij.  
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The base clustering algorithm is as follows. 

1. Declare the number k (based on observation of the measured household current I(t)). 
2. Declare initial values for Ij (j = 1..k). (This can be done either randomly, or manually by 

choosing time instants when probably only one elementary appliance is switched on.) 
3. Calculate the members of the set SIk. 
4. For all time instants t find 

kSItI ∈)(min , so that nItItItI −≤− )()()( min for all }2,..,1{, k

kn nSII ∈∈  (2-26)

5. Define the error term ∑ −=
t

tItIE
2

min )()(  

6. Alter the values Ij and go back to step 3. 
7. Repeat steps 3 - 6 so that E be minimal. 
8. At the end of the algorithm the currents Ij of the elementary appliances are known, and it 

is also known which are the elementary appliances that are switched on at every time t. 
From these information a time function Ij(t) of every elementary appliance can be 
constructed, and the first three empirical cdfs (types A, B and C) can be derived. 

9. The magnitude and angle of the fundamental component of the elementary appliance is 
already known in Ij. 

10. The harmonic components Ij
(h) of order h can be determined, since for every t the 

measured harmonic household current 

∑
=

=
k

j

h
jj

h
IttI

1

)()( )()( λ
 

(2-27)

is known and all λj(t) parameters are also known. A system of as many linear equations 

has to be solved as there are time instants, and the number of unknown variables is k. 

(This overdetermined system of linear equations can be solved for Ij
(h) so that the norm of 

the difference between I(h)(t) and ∑
=

k

j

h
jj It

1

)()(λ  be minimal in the sum of least squares 

sense.)  

2.5.1.3 Enhancements to the Identification Procedure 

A number of ways exist to enhance the basic algorithm shown above. 

i.) The number k can be determined based on a (e.g. hierarchical or subtractive) clustering 
method. 

ii.) As a preprocessing step, a windowing technique can be introduced to filter out the 
current of strongly time-dependent appliances (e.g. washing machines, see Fig. 2-17) 
from the measured currents. Once the switch-on and switch-off instants are found, the 
current of the appliance can be subtracted from the measured current assuming a linear 
change in the remaining currents and angles between those instances. This appliance 
can then be simulated using only the cdfs of types A, B and C, and the subtracted 
current patterns. 

iii.) The identification of a time-invariant offset current Ioffset (that has to be subtracted from 
all measured currents I(t) due to measurement inaccuracy or for the simulation of 
standby power) can be included in the process. 
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iv.) The harmonic currents can also be included in the clustering algorithm as follows: 
Further sets SIk

(h) can be defined similarly to SIk. for all harmonic orders h considered. 

Such a set would contain all the possible sums of the harmonic currents of order h of the 

elementary appliances. Step 4 of the algorithm can contain for all time instants t the 

definition of  

)()(
min )( h

k

h
SItI ∈ so that 

)()()(
min

)( )()()( h
n

hhh
ItItItI −≤−  (2-28)

for all }2..1{,)()( kh

k

h
n nSII ∈∈  and for all harmonic orders h. Then in Step 5 the definition 

of the error term could be modified as follows: 

∑∑ −=
= th

h tItIwE
2

min

,...5,3,1

)( )()(  where w(h) are harmonic-dependent weighting factors. 

In Step 6 all Ij
(h) would have to be modified and Step 10 could be omitted. 

v.) After carrying out the calculation Steps 1-8. described above, there will be still a 
difference between the measured I(t) and Imin(t) at every time step t. This difference can 
be divided among the elementary appliances involved in Imin(t): 
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(2-29)

This dIj(t) can be added to every time function Ij(t) (see Step 8.) and thus the magnitude 

and angle of the current of the elementary appliance will not be a single value any more 

(Ij, see Step 9.), but rather a range described by a cdf. (The computation described in this 

paragraph can be carried out for all the harmonics.) 

2.5.1.4 Special “Appliances”: Standby Consumption and Ripple Controlled Load 

Studies ([Clement, 07], [Sidler, 03]) have indicated that the annual standby energy is on 

average 439 kWh per home and about 14% of the total household consumption. (These 

average values can be considered as representative for Europe.) 

Therefore it is important to include standby power consumption in the model, and there are 

(at least) two ways to do so: 

A) For each elementary appliance one of the operating modes is “standby consumption” 
characterized by one current magnitude and one phase angle for each harmonic; the 
appliance is entering this operating mode each time it is switched off. This variant 
seems to be closer to reality than the other one, but the identification process is more 
complicated than the one described above.  

B) The total standby consumption of a household is simulated as a separate, special 
elementary appliance (characterized by one current magnitude and one phase angle 
for each harmonic); this appliance is switched on every time when no other appliance 
is on. The identification process is the same as described above, using the extension 
iii.) in 2.5.1.3.  
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For the indicated reason variant B has been used throughout the simulations. 

The Ripple Control System is discussed in Section 3. This is a system which can be used by 

the utility company to remotely switch on and off certain appliances, mainly thermostatically 

controlled devices like electric storage water heaters, storage space heaters and air-

conditioners. The power consumption of such devices depends on 

– the control signal provided by the utility company 

– the state of a thermostat which in turn depends on the rather stochastic consumer 
behavior 

– the rated power of the appliance. 
For a certain low-voltage network the control signal follows (at present utility practice) a 

pre-defined time-schedule which is known in advance.  

The stochastic consumer behavior can be modeled as described in the literature 

(Chapter 3.2) or in Chapter 3.4 (that also contains an estimation method for the average 

rated power of such appliances). 

However in the simulations described in this Section no special model was used for Ripple 

Controlled Appliances; these appliances are identified and simulated as any other 

elementary appliance (which is a more general way of dealing with them, since this method 

is useful also in the case when the utility control signal is not known in advance). 

2.5.2 The Corrected Gamma Distribution Model 

Let us assume that the current I is a real random variable, has a mean of I , and that I is the 

sum of N independent currents: ∑
=

=
N

l

liI
1

, each il having a mean of li . (For example, I can be 

thought of as the active component of the transformer current in one of the three phases, 

and il as the active components of the consumer currents connected to that same phase.) 

Then ∑
=

=
N

l

liI
1

.  

If the statistical distributions )( liD  of the currents il (l = 1..N), and the value of I are all 

known, then a random vector of  values of il can be generated as follows: 

First, N independent random samples yl (l = 1..N) have to be drawn from the distributions 

)( liD , then  

∑
=

=
N

l

l

l

l

y

y
Ii

1

for all l = 1..N 
(2-30)
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This method is applicable for the purpose of distributing the measured currents among the 

customers. The distributions D are chosen to be Gamma distributions (see [Dougal, 04]; 

[Dirichlet]).  

The required expected values li are chosen as follows:  

• the expected values of the active components 
)1,( p

li  of the fundamental currents are 

derived distributing the mean active component of the measured fundamental current 
proportional to the annual energy consumptions (separately in each phase) 

• an average cosφ for each phase of every consumer is generated randomly using empirical 
cdfs as shown in Fig. 2-27. 

• using these cosφ values the expected values of the reactive components 
)1,(q

li  of the 

fundamental currents are calculated, and corrected so that their sum equals the mean 
reactive component of the measured fundamental current 

• the rms values ( ) ( )2)1,(2)1,()1,( q

l

p

l

abs

l iii += are calculated, and for each harmonic order h the 

individual harmonic distortions Dh,l are generated randomly sampling the cdfs that are 
shown in Fig. 2-28.  

• the expected values of the rms harmonic currents are computed using 
lh

abs

l

habs

l Dii ,

)1,(),(
⋅=  

and corrected so that their sum equals the mean rms of the measured harmonic current 
(for each harmonic order h) 

 

In order to completely define a Gamma distribution, its variance has to be defined besides 

its expected value. Once the expected values are known, the variances can be set either 

proportional to the means or using a non-linear approach as found in [Dougal, 04]. 

This method ensures that the sum of the consumer currents equals the measured currents, 

and that at the same time the mean consumer currents comply with the annual energy 

consumption of the consumer and usual cosφ and harmonic current ratio values. However, it 

does not produce quite realistic consumer current time-functions. 

2.6 The Stochastic Loss Computation Procedure 

This computation procedure was also developed by the author of this dissertation and is one 

of the main results of the underlying research. It is based on a stochastic load model, yet at 

the same time it makes it possible to justify the consumptions to the measured currents at 

the transformer. This method will be listed as “Thesis 3” in Chapter 2.12. 

The calculation uses the same input data as described in Chapter 2.4, namely 

– network data (line section lengths and specific – per km – line section resistances) 

– data resulting from voltage and current measurements (lasting for at least one week) 
performed at the secondary of the supply transformer 

– annual energy consumption data for households 

– current of large, non-typical consumers, if they exist on the network (measured or 
chosen from a database). 
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In addition, current measurements of several residential customers were carried out in order 

to  

a) determine usual cosφ values and harmonic distortion factors; empirical cdfs of these 
quantities resulting from the measured households are shown in Figs. 2-27 and 2-28.  

b) build a database of “elementary appliances” as described in Chapter 2.5.1. 

The steps of the Monte-Carlo simulation are outlined below: 

1. The connection phase of single-phase consumers is randomly chosen, so that in every 
phase the sum of the annual consumptions approximately matches the annual energy 
extrapolated from the transformer phase current (and voltage) measurement data. 

2. The expected value of the active fundamental current component for each phase and for 
each household is determined based on Eqs. (2-15) and (2-19). An average cosφ and 
average Dh (h = 3,5,7) values are assigned randomly (based on the cdfs shown in Fig. 2-27 
and Fig. 2-28) to every single-phase household and to every phase of three-phase 
households. Using these values the expected values of all current components 
(fundamental active and reactive, harmonic rms) can be computed as described. 

3. The consumer currents are composed of so-called “elementary appliances”: elementary 
appliances are chosen from the database and their currents are generated as described in 
Chapter 2.5.1. A new elementary appliance is randomly chosen from the database as long 
as the mean current components computed from the sum of the elementary appliance 
currents do not exceed those fixed in Step 2. 
Thus quite realistic consumer currents can be obtained, but up to this point there is no 

guarantee that the sum of the consumer currents equals the measured currents at every 

time step. 

4. Therefore the difference of the measured currents and the sum of consumer currents are 
divided among the consumers by  

a. either using the “Corrected Gamma Distribution” method, so that in Eq.(2-30) the 

current I is substituted with ∑
=

−=∆
N

l

l

md titItI
1

)()()( , the difference between the 

measured current and the sum of the consumer currents so far, 
b. or in proportion of the annual energy consumptions. 

This correction is performed for every time step and for every current component. 

It was found that the “Corrected Gamma Distribution” method could yield current 

variations that are too great and unrealistic, therefore method b. is recommended and 

was used in the simulations. 

5. Since the network topology and the resistance values of the line segments are known, the 
losses can now be calculated. 

6. Steps 1-5. are repeated several times (M), so that the distribution of the network loss 
results can be statistically evaluated. 
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2.7 Modeling seasonal variations 

The measurements (see 2.13.2) that served as a base for the model had been carried out in 

two 1-week campaigns, both in autumn 2007. Therefore the model based on these 

measurements cannot take into consideration the seasonal variation of the electric energy 

consumption of the households. 

A method will be proposed below that takes into consideration the seasonal effects when 

estimating the average annual loss power. The method was developed by the author of this 

dissertation and will be listed as “Thesis 4” in Chapter 2.12. 

The algorithm utilizes a profile p(t), t = {1..52}  to characterize the annual consumption of a 

transformer supply area. This profile consists of 52 values, each of them is the ratio of the 

energy consumption of the whole supply area during week t divided by the energy 

consumption of the whole supply area during the week of measurement tm. (Therefore 

p(tm) = 1.) 

It is assumed, that the total line loss of the supply area is proportional to the square of the 

energy consumption of the area, i.e. the loss at week t is assumed to be p2(t) times the loss 

calculated for the week tm.  

Thus a factor 

∑
=

=
52

1

2 )(
52

1

t

tpVP  
(2.31) 

can be derived; the loss (or any of its components) calculated for the week tm has to be 

multiplied with PV to obtain the average annual loss power (or the respective component). 

The profile p(t) can be determined in a number of ways. 

1. An energy meter can be installed at the secondary of the transformer supplying the 

area to be investigated. The meter should be read week-by-week. Then the readings should 

be divided by the one obtained when the 1-week measurement was performed. 

2. If no such meter can be installed, then the profile can be approximated using energy 

data published by the System Operator, such as that shown in Fig. 2-4. These weekly energy 

consumption data for the residential sector have been obtained from [MAVIR, 09].  
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Fig. 2-4 Weekly energy consumptions of the Hungarian residential sector for the years 2003-2007 

Using profiles derived from such data implies the assumption that the energy consumption 

behavior of a small number of consumers supplied by a single LV transformer is similar to 

that of a large number of consumers to which the data refers. 

3. In case neither of the above data source is available, the following simplifications can 

be used.  

It is assumed, that the seasonal variation of the electricity consumption of a household has 

three main components: 

– lighting 

– preparation of domestic hot water 

– space heating. 

It is further assumed, that the electric energy used for  

– lighting mainly depends on the time between sunrise and sunset (see Fig. 2-5); 

– preparation of hot water is mainly affected by the inlet cold water temperature (see 
Fig. 3-5); 

– space heating mainly depends on the daily average temperature (see Fig. 2-6). 
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Fig. 2-5 Time between sunrise and sunset in Hungary, for each day of a year 

 

Fig. 2-6 Daily average temperatures in Hungary in 2007 

As a consequence, it is assumed, that p(t) can be approximated by a sinusoidal function 

which has its maximum in winter and minimum in summer. To completely define this model, 

the following parameters are needed: 

- tm, the week when the measurement has been performed 
- tM, the week of the year having the maximal weekly energy consumption 
- MaxMin, the ratio of the maximal and minimal weekly energy consumption of the 

supplied area. 
Let the profile parameters be described by 

p(t) = A * sin( t* 2π / 52 – n ) + B (2.32) 
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Let  

tM’ = tM * 2π / 52 
(2.33) 

tm’ = tm * 2π / 52 
(2.34) 

To make (2.32) have its maximum in winter, let 

n = tM’ + π/2*3  
(2.35) 

Further it can be seen that 

MaxMin = (B+A)/(B–A) 
(2.36) 

thus 

B = – A * (1 + MaxMin) / (1 – MaxMin) 
(2.37) 

It follows that 

p(tm) = A * sin(tm’ – n) – A * (1 + MaxMin) / (1 – MaxMin) (2.38) 

and as p(tm) = 1, therefore 

A = 1 / ( sin(tm’ – n) – (1 + MaxMin) / (1 – MaxMin) ) 
(2.39) 

Base on equations (2.35), (2.39) and (2.37) the model parameters n, A and B can be 

determined once the parameters tm, tM and MaxMin are known. 

2.8 Sensitivity analysis 

The model described in Chapter 2.6contains some parameters which can not be determined 

based on simple measurements or System Operators’ database. These are 

- the number of simulations (denoted by M in Chapter 2.6) 
- the measurement averaging time interval (1 minute in 2.13.2) 
- specific ground resistance (affects zero sequence line parameters) 

2.8.1 Impact of the Number of Simulations 

In this Chapter it will be investigated, how the number of simulation runs (see Step 6 in 

Chapter 2.6) affects the accuracy of the results.  

For this purpose, the network in Chapter 2.9.3 was chosen to be simulated.  

Step 1: N = 1000 simulation runs have been carried out, and the total network loss was 

stored for each case. The average of all these losses (1.286 kW) is considered as the 

expected value of the total network loss. 
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Step 2: The following Step 3 was carried out for M = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 

150, 200}: 

Step 3: A number of M results are randomly chosen from the above set of N results, and the 

average of the chosen losses is plotted over M.  This Step is repeated for K = 5000  times. 

The obtained plot is shown in Fig. 2-7: 

 

Fig. 2-7 Impact of the number of simulations on the accuracy 

It can be concluded, that  

– if the number of simulations is chosen to be M = 20, then the average of the M 
simulation results will approximate the expected value of the total network loss with 
an error less than 3 %, with a probability greater than 0.99; 

– if the number of simulations is chosen to be M = 100, then the average of the M 
simulation results will approximate the expected value of the total network loss with 
an error less than 1 %, with a probability greater than 0.90. 

2.8.2 Impact of the Measurement Averaging Time Interval 

In this Chapter it will be investigated, how the measurement and calculation averaging time 

interval affects the accuracy of the results. (Note that during the on-site measurements - see 

Chapter 2.13.2  - 1-minute average values have been stored, and the calculations have also 

been carried out minute-by-minute.) 

For this purpose, the network in Chapter 2.9.3 was chosen to be simulated. The expected 

value of the total network loss is obtained by taking the average of 1000 simulation runs 

using 1-minute average values, but in the calculations carried out below, M = 100 simulation 

runs have been used, and the measurement and calculation averaging time interval was 5, 

10, 30 and 60 minutes. 
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The simulation results are summarized in TABLE 2-I. 

TABLE 2-I Impact of the averaging time interval on the accuracy  

Measurement Averaging 

Time Interval (minutes) 

Expected Values of the 

Total Network Loss (kW) 

Deviation from the 

reference value (1.286 kW) 

5 1.280 -0.47 % 

10 1.269 -1.32 % 

30 1.251 -2.72 % 

60 1.220 -5.13 % 

2.8.3 Impact of the Specific Ground Resistance 

Since this parameter only affects the zero-sequence resistance of the line sections, it can be 

expected that is has a rather small influence of the total line loss. 

In Hungary, rground = 20..100 Ωm is the usual range, but in order to determine this parameter 

accurately, special measurements have to be carried out. In practice, these measurements 

will not be performed by the utility, and the above “rule of thumb” values will be used.  

The specific ground resistance value can take the following orders of magnitude for different 

types of soil [Geszti, 83]: 

TABLE 2-II Specific ground resistance of different soil types 

dry soil, sand  500 .. 1000 Ωm 
soil having average moisture  50 .. 100 Ωm 

wet soil, bog  10 Ωm 
sea water  0.1 .. 1 Ωm 

The zero sequence line resistances and line losses have been calculated for the fundamental 

and the 3rd harmonic,  

a) for the extremal values of rground (using M = 100 simulation runs in each case) and  

b) for the reference value rground = 100 Ωm (using M = 1000 simulation runs).  

Let )rground(
lossP  denote three times the sum of the expected values of the zero sequence loss 

components calculated for the specific ground resistance rground.  

The last column of TABLE 2-III shows (%)
)kW(286.1

PP
100

)100(
loss

)1(
loss −  and (%)

)kW(286.1

PP
100

)100(
loss

)1000(
loss −

, i.e. the 

deviation of the zero sequence loss from the reference value due to changes in the specific 
ground resistance, relative to the total line loss reference. (The positive and negative sequence 
components are not affected.) 
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TABLE 2-III  Impact of the specific ground resistance on the accuracy  

  

Zero sequence line 

resistance 

(Ohm/km) 

Zero sequence loss 

(kW) 

Deviation of the zero seq. 

loss from the 100 Ohm.m 

reference compared to the 

total reference loss 

(1.286 kW) 

  50 Hz 150 Hz 50 Hz 150 Hz  

S
p
e
c
if
ic
 g
ro
u
n
d
 

re
s
is
ta
n
c
e
 

(O
h
m
.m
) 

1 0,609 0,717 0,150 0,027 -2,26 % 

100 0,699 0,787 0,176 0,030 0 % 

1000 0,742 0,822 0,183 0,031 +0,62 % 

2.9 Computation Results 

The calculations in this Chapter have been carried out in order to determine the total 

network losses. The values compared are obtained by computing the loss energy for a one-

week period and dividing this energy by the time considered; thus the average loss power 

for that week is obtained, and no seasonal corrections have been used. 

2.9.1 Model Network 

In this section a class of LV networks (and consumptions) is constructed which is then used 

for simulations. 

A network consists of a transformer feeding one branch, the branch has 20 sections (the 

section lengths are randomly chosen between 30m and 50 m), and at the end of each 

section two to six consumers (and the next branch section) are connected. (There are 

altogether 50 consumers.) The line is of type 4x50 mm2 AASC. 

The consumers’ connection is either single-phase or three-phase. 

The consumers’ currents are randomly chosen from the currents measured at the 9 

households obtained from the measurement campaign described in Chapter 2.13.2, with 

minor modifications: 

− the connection phase of single-phase consumers is randomly varied among the three 
phases  

− the connection phases of three-phase consumers are randomly permuted 

− the current of each household is multiplied by a random factor ranging from 0.5 to 
1.5 (thus the annual energy consumption of the households is between 590 kWh and 
9700 kWh, assuming an average voltage magnitude of 230 V) 

− the currents of each household are randomly shifted in time relative to each other; 
the shifting time ranges from 2 hours lagging to 2 hours leading. 
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The currents of each household are summarized phase-by-phase and harmonic-by-harmonic, 

and the resulting currents are considered as the “measured” currents at the transformer. 

Knowing the accurate consumer currents, the total network loss can be calculated and used 

as a reference when compared to the results obtained by the deterministic and the 

stochastic method. 

The result is shown in Fig. 2-8 for one instance of the class of simple networks described 

above. 

 

Fig. 2-8 Total network losses – comparing the results of the  

deterministic and the stochastic methods to the “real”, known network loss 

It can be concluded, that 

− the deterministic method underestimates the loss 

− the mean value of the results of the stochastic method is a better estimate of the loss 
than the result of the deterministic method 

Applying the random variations as described above, several simple networks/consumptions 

can be created. In the following investigations 21 simple scenarios have been created, the 

losses have been calculated for each instance using the deterministic and stochastic 

methods, and finally results of both methods have been compared to the accurate 

(reference) loss for each instance. 

Furthermore, the results are also compared to selected methods described in several 

publications. These methods will be shortly presented in the sequel. 

In [Brandauer, 09] several methods have been summarized; these are all based on following 

methodology: 
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− first the maximal network loss in the time interval considered has to be calculated  

− the load factor LDF has to be determined, i.e. ratio of the average and the maximal 
real power consumed in a certain time interval 

− the maximal network loss is multiplied by a “loss factor” that is a function f of the 
load factor. 

The methods below differ in the way the loss factor is obtained from the load factor; these 
functions f are shown in TABLE 2-IV together with an abbreviation that contains the names of 
the respective authors and the publication of the method used:  

TABLE 2-IV  Calculation of the “loss factor” from the “load factor” in different publications  

Abbreviation (Names, publication year) f 

BullerWoodrow29 0.3  LDF + 0.7 LDF
2
 

Wolf31 0.083 LDF + 1.036 LDF
2
 - 0.119 LDF

3
 

Wichmann36 0.12 - 0.24 LDF + 1.12 LDF
2
 

SoschinskiJunge38 LDF
2
 (2+LDF

2
) / (1 + 2 LDF) 

VDEV68 0.17 LDF + 0.83 LDF
2
 

The calculation of the maximal network loss is performed by the steps below: 

− the instant of the maximal absolute value of the measured positive sequence 
fundamental harmonic current is selected 

− the measured currents (all harmonics and sequences) at the above instant are 
divided among the consumers in proportion of their annual energy consumption 

− the network and all the currents are known, the losses can be calculated and 
summarized for all sequences and harmonics.  

The method abbreviated as Flaten88 has already been introduced in Chapter 2.2; due to lack 

of data the constants SC = 1.3 and LPC = 1.066 have been used as in the example in     

[Flaten, 88]. 

The method abbreviated as Gustafson88 has also been introduced in Chapter 2.2; the 

average loss value computed from equations (6), (11) and (12) of [Gustafson,88] have been 

used. 

 

The method described in equation (8) of [Rao, 06] has been extended for all sequences and 

harmonics and is referred to as Rao06 in the comparison of the methods. The factors Ki have 

been calculated in proportion of the annual energy consumptions. 

It has to be pointed out, that this method was derived for Indian rural areas, where the 

feeders are rather long, and moreover there is a very strong consumer/political opposition 

for installation of meters, therefore losses in the range of 10 % are not uncommon.  

The method abbreviated as Mikic07 has also been introduced in Chapter 2.2; the constants A 

and B in equation (17) of [Mikic, 07] have been derived based on the household current 

measurements described in Chapter 2.13.2. The consumer loads have been computed by 
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dividing the measured average load at the transformer in proportions of the annual energy 

consumptions of the households. 

The result of the comparison of the previously published and the proposed methods is 

shown in Fig. 2-9 and TABLE 2-V. 

 

Fig. 2-9 Comparison of the errors of the deterministic and the stochastic methods as well as the methods 

published previously in the literature for several simple network instances 

 

TABLE 2-V  Results of the comparison of different methods for LV loss calculation  

(Mean and standard deviation of estimation errors obtained for several scenarios)  

Method Mean of Errors (%) Standard Deviation of Errors (%) 

BullerWoodrow29 9.31 7.06 

Wolf31 -2.24 5.90 

Wichmann36 -5.93 5.90 

Soschinski38 -4.50 5.87 

VDEV68 -0.8 6.12 

Flaten88 3.51 7.65 

Gustafson88 -7.61 5.42 

Rao06 32.09 3.97 

Mikic07 3.48 3.05 

Raisz – Deterministic -4.17 1.17 

Raisz - Stochastic 1.14 1.28 

 

2.9.2 Real Life Example 1 

The topology of Network 1 is presented in Fig. 2-10. (Line lengths are typed in bold and are 

given in meters, the supply transformer is denoted by FOTR.) 
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Fig. 2-10 Simplified scheme of network 1 (large consumers are marked) 

Consumers 1, 3, 14 and 20 are larger consumers, which make up for 65 % of the total annual 

consumption of the consumers. (Post office, shop, bank office, public library.) All other loads 

are household consumers. 

The evaluation of the measurements at the transformer yields that the average positive 

sequence fundamental frequency active current is 

A6.33I )1(
W,1 = , and the factors in Eq. (2-23) 2)1(

,1

2)(

W

h

s

I

I

 are as follows: 

TABLE 2-VI  Loss-increasing factors for different sequences (s) and harmonics(h) 

h→ 
s↓   

1 3 5 7 

0 0.0359 0.0057 0.0001 0.0001 
1 1.3965 0.0004 0.0003 0.0005 
2 0.0262 0.0003 0.0011 0.0000 

 

The results obtained by the method according to the deterministic method as in Eq. (2-23), 

(without the extension for large non-typical consumers with a-priori known currents) are as 

follows: the ideal case loss calculates to 261 W, the real-case loss to 384 W. 

More accurate results can be expected from using the stochastic method.  TABLE 2-VII 

summarizes the results: 
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TABLE 2-VII  Results of Monte-Carlo simulations 

 W TLL CCOT FCOA FONH NL 

Max: 477 408 328 467 108 

P95: 472 405 328 463 101 

Mean: 458 393 323 448   84 

Std.dev.:   10    8    3   10   12 

P05: 443 384 318 435   70 

Min: 442 384 316 434   66 

MTPC 23 571  

where 

TTL:  Total Line Loss 

CCOT: all Currents Constant Over Time 

FCOA: Fundamental Current has Only an Active component 

FONH: Fundamental Only, No Harmonics 

NL: loss on the Neutral Line 

MTPC: Mean Total Power Consumed 

It can be observed, that the two methods give significantly different results, because there 

are large non-typical consumers on the network. 

2.9.3 Real Life Example 2 

This network consists of 77 household consumers, 22 line segments with a total length of 

762 m.  

The evaluation of the measurements at the transformer yields that the average positive 

sequence fundamental frequency active current is 

AI W 4.52)1(
,1 = , and the factors 

2)1(
,1

2)(

W

h

s

I

I
 in Eq. (2-23) are as follows: 

TABLE 2-VIII  Loss-increasing factors for different sequences (s) and harmonics(h) 

h→   
s↓ 

1 3 5 7 

0 0.097 0.014 0.0004 0.0000 

1 1.181 0.002 0.0005 0.0006 

2 0.110 0.002 0.0031 0.0001 

 

The results obtained by the method according to Eq. (2-23), (without the extension for large 

non-typical consumers with a-priori known currents) are as follows: the ideal case loss 

calculates to 1493 W, the real-case loss to 2121 W. 
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The results of the Monte-Carlo method are summarized in TABLE 2-IX (using notation as in 

Chapter 2.9.2): 

TABLE 2-IX  Results of Monte-Carlo simulations 

W TLL CCOT FCOA FONH NL 

Max: 1368 1203 1211 1319 393 

P95: 1360 1184 1210 1313 388 

Mean: 1286 1124 1133 1238 321 

Std.dev.: 57 47 54 55 55 

P05: 1209 1059 1061 1163 244 

Min: 1182 1029 1043 1142 213 

MTPC 36 631 

It can be observed, that in case of Network 2 the deterministic and the stochastic methods 

give almost identical results, since no large non-typical consumers are present. 

2.10 Conclusions 

Based on the simulations it can be concluded, that 

1. All the examined methods – except for Rao06 that was derived for the special Indian 
rural case – yield good approximations of the exact value of the LV network loss. 

2. On average, the proposed deterministic method underestimates the loss (on average 
by 4.2 %) 

3. On average, the mean value obtained from simulation runs of the stochastic method 
overestimates the loss (on average by 1.1 %). 

4. The most accurate method is VDEV68, which underestimates the loss by only 0.8 % 
on average. 

5. There is no significant difference between the accuracy of VDEV68 and the proposed 
stochastic method. 

6. The standard deviation of VDEV68 is five times greater than the variance of the 
proposed stochastic method. The accuracy of VDEV68 varies between -8 % and 
+11.8 %, whereas the accuracy of the proposed stochastic method varies 
between -0.8 % and 3.7 %. This makes the proposed stochastic method far more 
suitable for the determination of the losses of one certain network than VDEV68. 

7. The proposed stochastic method yields not just a single loss value (as does VDEV68) 
but also the loss components (each sequence and harmonic) and also the range of 
the possible loss components (see Fig. 2-8).  

2.11 Practical Applications of the Results 

As already mentioned in the introduction, the underlying research was initiated by 

Hungarian distribution system operators (DSOs) E.ON Dél-Dunántúli Áramszolgáltató Zrt,  

DÉMÁSZ Hálózati Kft. and ELMŰ Nyrt. Considering the ownership structure of the DSOs it can 

be stated that all Hungarian DSOs showed interest in this research and the results. 
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The presented methods have been implemented in a software package that has been 

delivered to the named DSOs. 

The software is based on a widely-used spreadsheet package in order to facilitate entering 

network specific data (line section lengths and types, household annual energy 

consumptions), method and data for seasonal correction and several configuration settings 

(number of simulation runs, harmonic orders to be taken into account, etc).  

Measurement data (voltages and currents measured at the transformer) are stored in a 

separate spreadsheet file with a defined structure.  

A separate spreadsheet file is used to store measured cosφ and average harmonic ratios (Dh, 

see Fig.2-28); the CDFs are updated automatically if new measured values are added.  

The software has a user-friendly graphical interface to build the network topology. 

Simulations presented in Chapters 2.9.2 and 2.9.3 have been run on the implemented 

software package. 

2.12 Theses 

The new scientific results achieved by the author of this dissertation and described in detail 

in Section 2 will be summarized in this Chapter. 

Thesis 1 

Most low voltage network loss estimation methods published in the literature (see Chapter 
2.2.1) rely on either of the following information about the load supplied by the network: 

− the percent loading of the analyzed network 

− load profiles applied to different types of consumers (these profiles may differ for 
days of the week and for days of the year) 

− very detailed load models that are based on load research performed using a large 
number of questionnaires (these models aim at modeling human behavior in using 
electricity) 

− stochastic load models that treat consumer currents at a certain point of time as 
samples of an appropriately chosen statistical distribution. 

These methods are not designed to use as input the currents measured at the transformer, 
i.e. measurement data that is specific for one certain network. 
Further, in the literature no method has been found that treats loss components (time-
variant consumption, reactive power, unbalance and harmonics) accurately in a common 
framework. Therefore the first major result of this work is summarized as below: 
 
A new (deterministic) network loss computation procedure for low voltage residential 

distribution networks has been derived. This procedure relies on  

a. one-week measurement of transformer secondary currents (or optionally, measured 

feeder currents) of each sequence and harmonic order (including the fundamental 

frequency components) 
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b. feeder section lengths and resistances 

c. annual energy consumption of each consumer 

d. measured or estimated currents of consumers (like schools, shops, etc.) with load 

profile dissimilar to the load profile of the majority of the consumers (households). 

The recommended resolution of the measurement is one minute. 

This method is based on  

− assigning currents to individual consumers by dividing the measured currents in 

proportion of the annual energy consumption of the consumers (see Eqs. (2-15) and 

(2-19)), and  

− defining “equivalent resistances” based on the line section resistances and the ratios 

αk (which is the ratio of the annual electricity consumption of consumer k to the total 

annual consumption of the consumers supplied by the network under investigation),  

see Eq. (2-17). 

Using this procedure it is possible to determine the average weekly network loss power of a 

certain LV network based on on-site measurements with accuracy (4.2 % on average) better 

than most other methods published in the literature. The standard deviation of the 

estimation errors for different network/consumption scenarios is smaller than for any other 

published method (see TABLE 2-V). 

This method is called the “Unified Loss Theory”, because unlike other methods, this procedure 

gives an estimate of the components of the network loss, and is therefore suitable for cost-

benefit calculations of loss-reduction investments. (See Eq. (2-22) and (2-23) ). 

This thesis was published in [Dán, 0678], [DánRaisz, 07], [DanRaisz, 08], [Dán, 08], [Raisz, 08], 

[RaiszDán, 08]. 

Thesis 2 

The stochastic residential load models published in the literature (see Chapter 2.2.2) are 
either based on extensive load research and behavior modeling, or treat the current of 
consumers at different time-instances independently from the hour of the day, and from 
each other. Therefore these models are not applicable without modification in a loss 
computation procedure that uses measured aggregated current time-functions of 
consumers. Moreover, it was found that the statistical distributions used in these models do 
not match the distributions obtained by evaluating own measurements. Further, the 
stochastic residential load models found in the literature do not contain models for 
harmonic currents. Therefore the second major result of this work is summarized as below: 

 
A new stochastic residential load model (called the “method of elementary appliances”) and 

an identification procedure for the model has been elaborated. The model of one elementary 

appliance (described in detail in Chapter 2.5.1.1) consists of several empirical cumulative 

distribution functions that describe the usage times and currents (at fundamental and 

harmonic frequencies) of the appliance. The cumulative distribution functions are determined 
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based on the one-week measurement of currents (each sequence and harmonic order, 

including the fundamental frequency components) of a small number of households. (The 

identification procedure is described in detail in Chapters 2.5.1.2 and 2.5.1.3.) 

The model yields time-dependent stochastic currents of a household for fundamental and 

harmonic frequencies. The model is suitable for the accurate simulation of the stochastic 

variation of household currents, and is therefore applicable e.g. to LV loss evaluation. 

This thesis was published in [DanRaisz, 08], [Dán, 08], [Raisz, 08], [RaiszDán, 08]. 

Thesis 3 

The drawback of the deterministic loss computation procedure was that it was not accurate 
enough because 

− there is usually no information about the exact connection phase of each consumer 

− the procedure neglected the stochastic nature of residential consumption and 
assigned currents to individual consumers by dividing the measured currents using 
time-invariant proportions. 

In order to overcome this drawback and to keep all the advantages, the third major result of 
this work is summarized as below: 
 
A new stochastic network loss computation procedure for low voltage residential distribution 

networks has been derived. This procedure relies on 

a. a stochastic residential load model (“elementary appliances”) 

b. one-week measurement of transformer secondary currents (or optionally, measured 

feeder currents) of each sequence and harmonic order (including fundamental 

frequency components) 

c. feeder section lengths and resistances 

d. annual energy consumption of each consumer 

e. measured or estimated currents of consumers with load profile dissimilar to the load 

profile of the majority of the consumers. 

The recommended resolution of the measurements is one minute. (For a detailed description 

of the method see Chapter 2.6.) 

Using this procedure it is possible to determine the average weekly network loss power of a 

certain LV network based on on-site measurements with accuracy (on average 1.1 % 

deviation from the real loss value with a standard deviation of 1.2 %)  better than other 

methods published in the literature.  

Unlike other methods published in the literature, this procedure gives an estimate of the 

components of the network loss, and is therefore suitable for cost-benefit calculations of loss-

reduction investments. 

The accuracy of the method makes it also suitable for detection of electricity theft in a certain 

LV network, if the total energy is metered on the transformer secondary and if the seasonal 

correction below is used. 

This thesis was published in [DanRaisz, 08], [Dán, 08], [Raisz, 08], [RaiszDán, 08]. 
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Thesis 4 

The deterministic and also the stochastic loss computation procedures rely on one-week 
measurements, since a full year measurement of the currents in all three phases at the 
transformer secondary with a one-minute resolution and for all appropriate frequencies is 
not feasible for the loss estimation of one single LV network.  (However, installation of a 
simple energy meter at each MV/LV transformer used to be common sense for distribution 
system operators, and an energy meter that is capable of storing energy data weekly has 
become an inexpensive option.) 

If the week of the measurement is not chosen properly, the computed weekly average loss 
power may differ significantly from the annual average loss power.  
 
Literature research revealed no published methods to estimate the average annual loss 
based on the computed weekly average loss power.  
 
Therefore the fourth major result of this work is summarized as below: 
 
A method has been elaborated that takes into consideration the seasonal effects when 

estimating the average annual loss power based on the average weekly loss power. This 

method relies on a correction factor (see Eq. (2.31) ) that is derived based on the week-by-

week energy consumption profile of the supplied area under investigation for a whole year. 

Data for this consumption profile can be obtained either by installing appropriate energy 

meters at the transformer secondary, or by approximating it using load data published by 

the TSO or by using a sinusoidal approximation of the profile. The detailed description of the 

method can be found in Chapter 2.7. 

 

This thesis was published in [Dán, 0678]. 
 

 

 

2.13 Appendices 

2.13.1 Deterministic Approach Including Large Consumers 

The method described in Chapter 2.4 assumes that the consumers on the network 

considered are very similar in nature (see Eq. (2-15)), e.g. only household consumers exist on 

the network. This approach can be extended so that it can take into consideration one or 

more consumers,  

- that have (probably but not necessarily) significantly larger consumption 
- the currents of which are a-priori known (the currents can be either measured quasi on-

line using AMR or estimated using pre-defined daily load profiles). 
These consumers will be called “special” or “large” consumers in this chapter. 
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In this Chapter the aforementioned extension of the deterministic method is derived in a 

simple numeric and in a closed form. 

2.13.1.1 Simple numeric computation 

Let us assume a LV network supplying several households and one or more large consumers. 

Let us further assume that the transformer secondary currents are measured, the annual 

energy consumptions of the households are known and that the currents of the large 

consumers are known. 

Then any transformer current component at any time can be divided among the consumers 

as follows: 

1. the currents of the large consumers are subtracted from the transformer current 
2. the remaining current is divided in proportion of the sums of the annual household 

energy consumptions as in Eq. (2-27) and (2-30). 
Thus the currents and also the resistances of all line segments are known, and hence the loss 

can be calculated separately for every time instance. Using this method the loss components 

are not obtained in a closed form like in Eq. (2-23) but can be calculated and compared.  

2.13.1.2 Closed formula 

Closed form formula is derived in [Molnár, 07] but since the derivation is rather complex, 

only the results are summarized here. The derivation of the formula is limited to a “base 

case” where  

– there is only one feeder, 

– there is only one special large consumer,  

– the large consumer is located at the end of the feeder. 
 

 

Fig. 2-11 “Base case” network topology 

Any other case can be easily reduced to a number of consequent base case calculations. This 

reduction will be first shown in the sequel.  
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Reduction of an arbitrary network topology to base case network areas 

Let us assume a LV network consisting of several feeders. Each of the feeders may supply 

several households and some (nil, one or more) large consumers. Let us further assume that 

the transformer secondary currents are measured, the annual energy consumptions of the 

households are known and that the currents of the large consumers (and hence their annual 

energy consumptions) are known. 

 

Fig. 2-12 Reduction of an arbitrary network to several “base case” network topologies 

The division of the transformer current among the consumers is performed the same way as 

in 2.13.1.1.  

Thus all the currents flowing into the feeders are known, and the computation can be carried 

out for one feeder at once.  

Now let us consider a feeder that supplies several households and a number of L large 

consumers; the feeder may contain side-lines. This feeder can be split up into “areas” ending 

with either  

a) a large consumer 
b) a connection point of a side-line 
c) the last consumer on the line  

(end points included) and starting with the line section after the end point of the previous 

“area” (or – if it is not possible – the first line section of the feeder). 

The current supplying each “area” is already known. If the end point does not coincide with 

the end of the line (or the end of a side-line), then the current flowing through the last line 

section of the “area” can be thought of as the current of a “virtual large consumer”. So the 

loss of this “area” can be computed the same way as for the base case. 

Transformer 

current 

Area I. Area II. Area III. 

Area IV. 
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Virtual 

Large 
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Loss computation for a base case network 

Let us use the notations of Chapter 2.4and Fig. 2-11, and denote the sum of household 

currents by IH(t), where Imd(t) = IH(t)+ IS(t). Thus for any harmonic order and any sequence 
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Denoting the real component of a current by index W and the imaginary component by 
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The average loss is obtained by integrating (2-40). 

2.13.2 On-Site Measurements 

Several on-site measurements have been carried out to gather data for the models 

presented in previous Chapters. This Chapter presents some of the measurement results. 

Up to now  

– the secondary voltages and currents of 10 LV transformers (along with the feeder 
currents)  

– the currents of 9 big consumers (like schools, shops, etc.) 

– the currents of 9 individual households 
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have been measured, all by storing 1-minute average values for each harmonic from DC to 

the 63rd; the measurement time interval was at least one week (in some cases two weeks). 

An example for the RMS feeder current time function is shown in Fig. 2-13. 

The same RMS feeder current is plotted in Fig. 2-14 over a one-day time-scale. 

The RMS current of one of the households supplied from the above feeder is shown in 

Fig. 2-15. The same RMS household current is plotted in Fig. 2-16 over a one-day time-scale. 

The periodic current component with a magnitude of 0.5 to 0.7 A, appearing about every 45 

minutes is presumably the current of a refrigerator.  

Another example of a household’s RMS current is shown in Fig. 2-17. The periodic current 

mentioned above can be observed on this Figure too. The current pattern shown between 

approx. 5:30 and 7:00 belongs probably to a washing machine. 

The histograms and the empirical CDFs of the household fundamental harmonic currents are 

shown in Figs. 2-18 through 2-26. (For those households that have three-phase connection, 

the sum of the magnitudes of the phase currents was evaluated. The titles of the figures 

contain the meter serial nr. and the phase connection information, as in the first column in 

TABLE 2-X.) 

Based on these empirical CDFs maximum likelihood estimates (for 95 % confidence levels) of 

the parameters of the following distributions have been performed: 

– normal, 

– lognormal, 

– beta [the currents were scaled to interval (0;1), interval ends excluded] 

– gamma. 

(For the choice of these distributions see the “top-down” approaches described in the 

Literature overview in Chapter 2.2.) 

The parameters obtained are summarized in TABLE 2-X. 

TABLE 2-X. 

Household normal lognormal beta gamma 

(Meter serial nr. and phase connection) μ σ μ σ a b a b 

 40809 : 3Ph 2,64 1,69 0,86 0,41 2,02 5,19 4,66 0,57 

 40809 : 1Ph 1,00 0,72 -0,24 0,69 1,85 10,92 2,28 0,44 

 40802 : 3Ph 2,88 2,00 0,91 0,49 2,55 13,53 3,45 0,84 

 40806 : 3Ph 1,67 0,92 0,40 0,47 3,27 15,33 4,57 0,37 

 40806 : 1Ph 0,94 1,87 -0,94 1,11 0,60 10,03 0,69 1,35 

 40807 : 3Ph 3,19 2,13 1,00 0,54 2,40 11,83 3,36 0,95 

 40808 : 1Ph (R) 1,12 1,54 -0,75 1,44 0,62 5,72 0,70 1,61 

 40808 : 1Ph (S) 0,67 1,01 -1,02 1,18 0,83 23,03 0,93 0,72 

 40808 : 1Ph (T) 3,05 1,63 1,01 0,47 3,25 13,47 4,67 0,65 
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For the definitions of the above parameters the CDFs of the distributions are given below: 
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Using the parameters in TABLE 2-X 9x4 = 36 Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests have been performed 

to compare the distribution of the household currents to each of the four hypothesized 

continuous distributions.  

The null hypothesis for a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is that the tested data (household 

currents) has the predefined distribution (one of the four distributions above). In every case 

(i.e. for every household data and for each distribution) the test was rejected at a 

significance level of 5 %, in other words, the probability, that a household current has any of 

the four mentioned distributions, is less than 5 %. (The same results have been obtained 

when the tests were performed separately for the phase currents of the three-phase-

connected households and also when the tests were performed using RMS values instead of 

fundamental harmonics).  

These results contradict with the results shown in the literature (see Chapter 2.2), though 

the samples used in the cited references were much larger than in the underlying work. 

Fig. 2-27 shows the empirical cdf of the two-week average cosφ values of several 

households. Fig. 2-28 shows the empirical cdfs of the two-week average individual harmonic 

distortion factors Dh. (Dh is the ratio of the rms harmonic current of order h to the rms 

fundamental harmonic current.) 
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2-13 RMS current of one of the feeders measured at the transformer 

 

 
2-14 RMS current of one of the feeders measured at the transformer 
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2-15 RMS current of one of the households supplied by the above feeder 

 
2-16 RMS current of one of the households supplied by the above feeder 
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2-17 RMS and phase angle of the current measured at one of the measured households.  The current of 

probably a washing machine can be observed between 05:30 and 07:00.  Similar current patterns can be 

located using a windowing technique, and subtracted from the measured current 

 
2-18 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  
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2-19 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  

 
2-20 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  
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2-21 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  

 
2-22 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  
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2-23 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  

 
2-24 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  
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2-25 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  

 
2-26 Histogram and empirical CDF of the fundamental current magnitudes of one of the households 

measured; together with CDFs of the tested distributions  
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2-27 Empirical cumulative distribution function of cosφ for the measured households 

 

 
2-28 Empirical cumulative distribution functions of the ratios Dh 
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3 Modeling of Direct Controlled Loads and Optimization of the 

Switching Schedules 

3.1 Motivation 

The context of the problem is well-described in the two publications cited below. 

“Demand Side Management has been defined as those activities oriented to influence 

customer uses of electricity in ways that will produce the desired changes in the load shape. 

The reason for considering the possibility of influencing the customer uses must be found in 

the continuous rise in the cost of electricity and equipment, the availability of the required 

technology, more severe environmental constraints on power system generation, 

transmission and expansion, and the necessity to offer new options to the customer. Typical 

DSM objectives include Peak Clipping, Valley Filling, load Shifting and Strategic Conservation 

and Growth. Voltage reduction is a typical LM action that has been traditionally used by the 

utility for power peak consumption reduction. Some other actions need to be considered as 

potential LM control actions, mainly those related to the possibility of end-user load 

shedding: load interruption and load cycling. Obviously, the possibility of performing these 

kinds of actions upon the consumers must be attached to a flexible rates policy. One of the 

most critical problems when considering the application of DSM by the utility is to be able to 

assess whether this policy is going to produce the desired effects or not. Thus, in order to 

evaluate the DSM policies, it is necessary to have load models that can fulfill at least two 

objectives: First they should provide the necessary information to evaluate the benefits 

obtained through the use of the DSM and, secondly, they must allow the evaluation of every 

control action from the end-customer side, for example, through the evaluation of some 

‘comfort index’.” [Alvarez, 92] 

“Accurate single customer models are vital to the development of aggregate dynamic load 

models which can predict response to direct load control actions. Without such aggregate 

models, optimal scheduling of direct load control actions in a manner which accounts for 

constraints upon customer comfort is not possible. … 

Use of sophisticated and more accurate power system load models has the potential to 

significantly improve the operation and the planning of utility distribution systems. Recently, 

utilities have shown great interest in load models which can be used in direct load 

management. Such load models generally represent space conditioning and water heater 

loads aggregated over a group of customers. For direct load management applications, load 

models based only on the statistical analysis of historical data are not sufficient; they cannot 

predict the effects of direct load control. For this purpose, either historical data which 

include the response to extensive direct load control experiments or physically-based 

models which are capable of accurately predicting the response are required. [Bargiotas, 88] 
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By the end of the 20th century, before deregulation of the energy industry in Hungary, 

Ripple Control Systems (RCSs) have been installed in order to be able to fill up load valleys 

and clip demand peaks by remotely switching on and off electric storage water heaters 

(ESWHs) and storage space heaters from the dispatcher centers of the utilities. A two-tariff 

system has been established in order to make the installation the above devices attractive 

for the consumers. At that time load management was carried out in a centralized way. 

After deregulation the Distribution System Operators (referred to as DSOs or sometimes 

“utilities”), the new owners of RCSs, began to change their switching schedules (timetables), 

since the legislative regulation did not make valley-filling and peak clipping their interest and 

responsibility any more. This resulted several times in conflicts with the interest of the 

Hungarian Transmission System Operator (TSO) which is still the increasing of valley loads so 

that no power plant (including the state-owned Paks NPP) has to experience difficulties 

selling energy (or lowering its production below a certain limit) during the low-demand 

period at night. 

Consultations with Hungarian industry experts have shown that the DSOs (at that time the 

managers of large balance groups) were interested in using RCS systems for minimizing their 

balancing energy. Following definition is used for the balancing energy:  

• an “accounting time interval” (ATI) is 15 minutes, the load curves for a day are 
defined as the average active power values for each of the 96 ATIs a day 

• the DSOs have to provide the TSO with their estimate of their own load curve of the 
next day one day in advance  

• the difference between the real load curve and the estimated one is evaluated 
posteriorly (this difference will be called “balancing power” hereafter); multiplying 
each difference value with ¼ hours gives 96 energy values for one day; these energy 
values are called “balancing energy” 

• different HUF/kWh penalty prizes are applied for positive and negative balancing 
energy values. 

It has to be mentioned that these penalty prizes (the prizes of balancing energy) are not 

known in advance, they are determined posteriorly (according to present Hungarian practice 

at the end of each month), and they can have different values for each ATI. 

Consultations with Hungarian industry experts have shown that the present practice of RCS 

control does not make the most of its possibilities. Additionally, the recent and ongoing 

installation of Radio Ripple Control Systems (RRCSs) have opened a further horizon by 

providing control of thermostat-controlled appliances (TCAs) in much smaller groups than 

traditional RCS, since the number of addresses it can manage are orders of magnitude 

higher.  
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A research project started in 2003 by the Hungarian Energy Agency [Dán, 03], another 

project started in 2004 by one of the Hungarian DSOs [Faludi, 04], and presentations and 

discussions at the annual meetings of the Hungarian Electrotechnical Association (see 

[DanRaisz, 08] and [Dan, 09] among the many publications) show that there is a continuous 

interest (and investment) of the stakeholders in the effective usage of the RCS (or RRCS). 

The goals of the research presented hereafter were 

1. to present an aggregate model of controlled groups of loads that is based on a physical 
model described e.g. in [Malhamé, 90] and to develop a parameter-identification 
method that can be performed by the utilities  

2. to present an algorithm for the optimization of the schedules for valley-filling 
3. to present a quasi on-line optimization procedure that seeks to optimize DSOs’ profit by 

slightly modifying the schedule obtained from the previous algorithm; this is done by 
introducing a new approach in the composition of the objective function, namely the 
cost of balancing energy is taken into consideration 

4. several ways are proposed and analyzed to achieve a balance between the conflicting 
objective functions in 2. and 3. that can be acceptable for both TSO and DSOs. 

(Note that over the years the number of storage space heaters in Hungary has drastically 

decreased so that their total power is negligible as compared to the consumption of water 

heaters. Therefore the present work deals only with ESWHs as members of controlled load 

groups.  

This is, however, not a limiting factor in the applicability of the methods shown here, since 

the models of space heaters and even air-conditioners are very similar to that of ESWHs. It 

can be observed in the literature overview in Chapter 3.2 that the models of the mentioned 

appliances have evolved side-by-side, and from the point of view of DSM they have been 

usually dealt with together and referred to under the common denomination TCAs. 

Furthermore, the author has developed a model of deep-freezers [Raisz2, 09], because these 

appliances are also good candidates for being remotely-controlled. 

A number of constraints exists that have to be taken into consideration when solving the 

optimization problems outlined above. 

At present the Hungarian System Operators’ Rule Book [USZ, 08] limits the load change due 

to RCS switching at power system level by 90 MW between consecutive 5-minute intervals. 

(This is to ensure a proper load-frequency regulation.) 
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No coded rules apply to ensuring consumers’ comfort, but utility experts and the Hungarian 

Energy Agency agree that the following factors have to be taken into consideration: 

a) unlike in the literature (e.g. in [Rauten, 96]), the main comfort parameter is proposed 
to be not the minimal water temperature in the tank, but the total time a day when a 
water heater is scheduled to be switched on by the RCS (note the difference from the 
switching performed by the thermostat!); this total amount of time has to be 8 hours a 
day  

b) the minimum time a RCS group has to be uninterrupted once it has been switched on 
must be 30 minutes [Pinter, 07] 

 

 

This Section is organized as follows.  

After a literature overview on load models and optimization methods in Chapter 3.2, the 

determination of the load curve without the controlled load is presented in Chapter 3.3 

together with a simple aggregate load model which was used in the first stages of research. 

Chapter 3.4 contains a more detailed model which is used in further investigations. 

In Chapter 3.5 the proposed load valley filling algorithm is presented, and Chapter 3.6 

contains the proposed method for decreasing the balancing energy costs of the DSOs. 

Chapter 3.7 shows the proposed approaches for the harmonization of the conflicting 

interests or objective functions used in the previous two Chapters. 

The new scientific results are summarized in Chapter 3.9. 
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3.2 Literature Overview 

In this overview not only models for ESWHs are analyzed but also publications on storage 

space heating loads because of the similarity of physical phenomena and the possibility of 

model adaptation. 

In [Bargiotas, 88] a very good literature overview can be found on previous aggregate load 

models of residential appliance loads for use in direct load control. In the same paper a 

dynamic model of the response of a single residential air-conditioner load to weather 

conditions is developed. The model is based upon an energy balance for a single house: the 

total energy content within the house is decomposed into the energy content of the dry air 

and the energy content of the water vapor. Two coupled differential equations are derived 

which relate these quantities to the outdoor temperature and humidity, and the state of the 

unit. The model was tested using data from 10 customers. The drawback of this model was 

that it ignored random influences in the environment, and no aggregate model was 

developed. (For the possible usage of a similar air-conditioner model in utility-controlled 

DSM programs see [Gustafson, 93].) 

These drawbacks were eliminated in the stochastic model of aggregate storage heating loads 

in [Hatziar, 90], but the direct modeling of the thermodynamical behavior of heated spaces is 

not included in this approach. Instead, historical data is used to formulate a simple 

dependence of the power demand of storage heaters on the (forecasted) external 

temperature. This approach is therefore not suitable for accurate calculation and prediction 

of thermostatically controlled loads. 

Mortensen and Haggerty have presented [Mortensen, 90] a recommendable overview on 

five possible mathematical models suitable to map the physical behavior of one and more 

thermostatically controlled space-heating/cooling loads; these models are: 

1. Deterministic differential equation 

2. Stochastic difference equation 

3. Markov chain matrix equation 

4. Hybrid partial differential equation 

5. Alternating renewal process 

The first one is the same discussed in [Bargiotas, 88]. The second one can be derived from 

the deterministic equations by adding (white) noise forcing terms to incorporate random 

influences in the model. The authors state that “The virtue of this model is that it is well 

suited for computer simulation. A Monte Carlo simulation involving several hundred copies 

of [the stochastic difference equations] running simultaneously is not difficult to program or 

to run, and it can provide answers to questions which are beyond the reach of theoretical 

analysis.” The main drawbacks of this method are:  
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− the adaptation of this model to ESWHs is not straightforward 

− measured aggregated water consumption data (e.g. as in Fig. 3-7) cannot be 

incorporated into this model 

− it is an oversimplification since it uses only one state variable instead of the many 

thousands in reality.  

The third model was developed in [Mortensen, 88]. The authors state, that “the Markov 

chain model is easiest to use, but determination of matrix parameters may require some 

preliminary work based on other models. We believe the Markov chain model could be used 

for … the design of load control strategy.” They also suggest implementing a measurement 

campaign (using time-stamp devices installed at cycling loads that automatically record the 

time of day every time the thermostat switches on or off) for the determination of the state 

transition probability matrix parameters. This model reproduces the steady-state features of 

the stochastic nonlinear difference equations, but the transient behavior of the model was 

not discussed in that paper, which is essential for the purposes of the underlying research. 

A more sophisticated model (Nr.4. in the above list) was presented by Malhamé and Chong 

[Malhamé, 85], in which the dynamic equation for the temperature of a house having a 

heater that is regulated by a thermostat was rewritten as a stochastic differential equation 

and a Wiener process was used to provide a random input term. Rather than solve or 

simulate this equation directly, the authors proposed to obtain the pertinent probability 

distribution for the resulting stochastic process by solving the relevant Fokker-Planck partial 

differential equation. 

The same concept was the basis in later works of Malhamé et.al. [Malhamé, 90; Alvarez, 92; 

Laurent, 94]. These papers present a similar model but for the aggregate dynamic behavior 

of electric water heater loads and demonstrate its usability for load response evaluation to 

various Demand-Side Management (DSM) control actions (such as interrupting, cycling).  

In a further work [Laurent, 95] the authors propose – based on their previous model – an  

optimization method for “peak shaving” (peak load minimization), which combines the 

advantages of linear programming and dynamic programming approaches. The optimization 

problem is decomposed to a master problem and a subproblem, thus achieving reasonable 

computation requirements. The authors admit two disadvantages of the method: 

– the test results were developed for stationary water usage statistics (though the 

authors state that the method can be extrapolated to cases where water usage 

statistics are not stationary),  

– a very rough approximation of the aggregate load model is used in order to limit the 

volume of simulations required: the "state" (i.e. the minimum information to be 

retained from the past so as to be able to correctly propagate the future of the water 

heater group) is given by the total fraction of devices in the "on" state. In reality, the 

exact state is given by the temperature probability density functions at time t. Thus, 

theoretically, it is of infinite dimension and, in practice, of large dimension. 
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A somewhat different approach has been presented in the papers by Lane et.al [Lane, 96; 

Tonder, 96]. They developed a model for domestic hot water loads, whereby they assume 

that the number of households out of the total population which use hot water at a certain 

period of the day, can be represented by the normal or Gaussian probability density 

function. Based on measurements of the water heater power consumption at a number of 

households they compose the total daily power consumption of a group of water heaters of 

five components: 

“morning load”, “evening load”, “midday load”, “unpredictable load” and “standby loss”. 

The first three components have normal distributions, unpredictable load has a uniform 

distribution and strandby loss is constant over time. This approach was further elaborated 

and tested in [Orphelin, 99], and the idea served as the basis for the hot water usage (not 

power consumption!)  model described in Chapter 3.4.1.2. 

Based on the above model the authors also develop a procedure to determine power 

consumption of the group after interruptions of power supply. Here they make the  

assumption that a group of households is homogeneous in terms of the rated power and the 

tank size of the cylinder and also from the point of view how much hot water is used at a 

time. Using this model the authors could establish efficient peak-shaving strategies. 

In [Rauten, 96] a simple simulation model for the domestic hot water heater developed by 

Rautenbach and Lane (presumably similar to the above) was used to propose a multi-

objective controller, which aims to reduce the peak system demand, and also tries to 

minimize discomfort to the end-user and reduce his electricity bill. This is done by controlling 

blocks of households with similar energy usage patterns uniquely, and responding to a time 

differentiated tariff structure for the domestic sector. 

 In [Jorge, 2000] a very comprehensive description of a multiobjective decision support 

model can be found which allows the consideration of the main concerns that have an 

important role in LM: minimize peak demand as perceived by the distribution network 

dispatch centre, maximize utility profit corresponding to the energy services delivered by the 

controlled loads, maximize quality of service in the context of LM. The optimization process 

is iterative, and a decision maker is required who interactively influences the process by 

choosing from several non-dominated solutions at certain stages of optimization. Physically-

based load models are used, and for the sake of simplicity, groups of loads are made up of 

water heaters which have similar average physical characteristics and are subject to similar 

environmental conditions. 

Recently, DSM programs have been elaborated that claim to be able to respond to market 

price and significantly reduce the system load on call. Paper [Lu, 04] focuses on the behavior 

of building heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems when they are capable of 

price response. The load diversity and state shift behavior of HVAC systems after a change in 

energy price is studied, in response to which their thermostat setpoints are changed. The 
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results indicate that by responding to price changes, a diversified HVAC type of load 

becomes synchronized, and their behaviors present a dynamic response. Therefore, to 

design a successful load-response program for aggregated HVACs, one needs to examine the 

load shifting characters to ensure that the shifted load peaks will occur after the peak-price 

time. The synchronized load peak can be much higher than that of the diversified load. The 

stress on the distribution system should also be considered. 

The state-queue representation proposed in the paper is claimed to bring a computational 

advantage over simulating the behavior of each individual unit. 

In [Yao, 05] a modified genetic algorithm (GA) called iterative deepening GA (IDGA) is 

proposed in this paper to optimize the scheduling of direct load control (DLC) strategies. The 

control strategy (or scheduling) arranged by the IDGA not only sheds the load (60 groups of 

air conditioners) so that the load required to be shed at each sampling interval is individually 

satisfied, but it also minimizes the shedding load so that the utility company’s revenue loss 

due to DLC is minimized. The scheduling obtained by the proposed IDGA tends to level off 

the accumulated shedding time of each load group, avoiding customers’ complaints about 

fairness of shedding time. IDGA is composed of a master GA and a sequence of slave GAs. As 

the master GA evaluates a status combination, it iteratively calls upon a slave GA at each of 

the following time steps, evaluating possible forward status combinations. With an 

iteratively deepening search scope, IDGA is able to find a satisfactory suboptimal scheduling.  

The properties of a load group in the model are the total built-in power, the maximum time 

allowed to be shed and the minimum time required to remain running. 

All the above publications (these are related to the topic of this dissertation and known by 

the author) have the following disadvantages (beside what has been already noted) from the 

point of view of the underlying research:  

− they either lack an identification process for the proposed models, or 

− they lack the ability to incorporate measured hot water consumption data into the 

models. 

− None of the publications found deals with the possibility of using direct load control 

as a tool for decreasing balancing energy.  

− Though there are publications that deal with the multiobjective optimization problem 

of load scheduling (which is the nature of the problem outlined in the introduction – 

see conflicting interests of valley-filling and balancing energy minimization), these 

approaches are not designed to adapt to on-line changing objective functions. 

However, balancing energy has to be estimated (is not known) on-line, and in order to 

decrease balancing energy, the scheduling has to adapt to a changing objective 

function. 

− None of the publications has presented a method that is suitable for the 

determination of the load curve without direct controlled loads (this will be called the 

“undistorted load curve”). The observation or direct measurement of this undistorted 

daily load curve is infeasible in systems where ESWHs are directly controlled by the 
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system operator, because switching off all directly controlled load for a whole day 

would leave thousands of consumers without hot water. 

 

The following publications are listed here for the sake of completeness, i.e. because they 

present interesting aspects of demand-side management using direct load control of 

thermostatically controlled appliances. However, they do not provide new insights from the 

point of view of the underlying dissertation.   

 

In [Harmelen, 99] the authors present a more detailed hot water cylinder model than the 

one used e.g. in [Malhamé, 90] and also in the underlying dissertation. Instead of assuming 

that the water is completely mixed in the tank, they divide the tank into three isotherm 

volumes. They further take into account pipe losses. The most valuable part of the paper 

from the point of view of the underlying work is the one where measured water usage 

patterns and measured water inlet temperatures are presented. (Though these are not 

representative for Europe since they originate from South Africa).  

Another interesting contribution from the same research group is presented in 

[Lemmer, 99]. This paper has indicated that the controllability of a water heater can be 

increased if the volume of stored hot water can be controlled. Controlling the volume of 

stored hot water resulted in a reduction of the domestic peak loads. An added benefit is that 

the surplus energy sales have increased during the early morning. A prototype variable 

volume water heater was developed, tested and reported on. 

The paper [Hsu, 91] presents a dynamic-programming based method for direct load control 

(DLC) dispatch with the objective of minimizing system operational costs. The approach was 

further extended in [Chen, 95]. The simple load model consists of a constant load with 

“payback” behavior after interruption, which means that the load will try to recover its 

internal energy balance and thus there will be an increase in the later demand (the increased 

power demand will go back to the normal demand as soon as the total deferred energy 

accumulated during interruption has faded out). There are two further “comfort” factors 

taken into consideration: the maximum number of hours that a DLC group is permitted to be 

continuously interrupted and the minimum number of hours between two permissible 

interruption periods of a DLC group. It has to be noted that a very simplified load model was 

used in order to be able to incorporate it into the dynamic programming approach. 

Several previously introduced approaches were questioned in [Sheblé, 98]. The authors 

claimed that the above load management programs may cause a revenue loss for utilities or 

a cost increase to customers. Therefore this paper introduces profit-based load management 

to clarify the difference between cost-based approach and profit-based approach. Instead of 

reducing the overall system cost in a cost based operation, a profit-based load management 

refers to the profit margin to schedule the controllable load.  
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Rather than determining the amount of load to be controlled, the proposed algorithm 

decides the number of customers to be controlled. 

A new aspect for the optimization of the control of residential water heater loads (namely 

the minimization of real power losses) has been introduced in [Salehfar, 01]. The objective 

function includes the cost of real power losses, the cost of annual energy losses and the cost 

associated with purchasing and installing additional water heating storage capacity to 

customers. Using a number of constraints, the objective function is solved and the optimal 

number and location of water heaters on a distribution feeder are determined. 

A fuzzy-logic based load model is proposed in [Crow, 96] for the dispatch of direct load 

control. In the proposed load model, provisions are made for customer preferences such as 

minimum and maximum acceptable temperature to increase customer acceptance of the 

load management program. These preferences are quantified using fuzzy logic, as well as the 

floor area and the age of the building to represent thermal losses. The load model also 

accounts for the power rating range of devices. This load model is then used in computation 

of the cycling time and net restored energy corresponding to each group. The crisp cycling 

time and net restored energy are incorporated into an optimization procedure to yield a 

strategy to schedule the groups for minimum production cost. 

Fuzzy control is applied in [Nehrir, 98; Salehfar, 99 and Nehrir, 2000], where the voltage 

applied to the water heater elements is assumed to be controllable. The actual value of the 

total residential demand, the water temperature in the tank and customers’ preferences 

designated by the maximum and minimum temperatures for the hot water, as well as the 

output power are fuzzified. A different fuzzy controller is designed depending on the slope of 

the total demand curve. Simulation results show that the proposed DSM strategy is effective 

in leveling distribution system power demand profiles. 
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3.3 Determination of the Load Curve Without Direct Controlled Loads 

In order to estimate the effect of different switching schedules of direct controlled loads it is 

necessary to determine the load curve without direct controlled loads (this will be called the 

“undistorted load curve”). The observation or direct measurement of this undistorted daily 

load curve is infeasible in systems where ESWHs are directly controlled by the system 

operator, because switching off all directly controlled load for a whole day would leave 

thousands of consumers without hot water. 

In the first stages of research the following model was developed [Dán, 03]. 

Some DSOs have performed systematic measurements of their RCS-groups and obtained 

information on the power consumption of each group. The inspection of the load curves (see 

Fig. 3-1) lead to following assumption: the individually set switch-off temperatures and the 

actual amount of heat stored in each electric boiler result in a nearly exponentially 

decreasing time-function of the consumed power of a controlled group.  

 

Fig. 3-1 Details of the Hungarian aggregate load curve 

The time-function of the power consumption of an RCS-controlled group (when switched on) 

was approximated as 
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where t0 is the switch-on time, and P0 is the nominal total load of the group. In the second 

term τ2 determines the rise-time constant (this is in the range of less than one minute, and 

can therefore be usually neglected), while τ1 determines the fall-time constant of the 

double-exponential curve. 

When a group is switched on, its power consumption can be modeled as in Eq. (3-1). 

When a group is switched off, the power it would initially consume if it was switched on 

again is increasing (due to the deferred energy or “payback effect” as described in the 

literature), and can be simulated as 
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where Poff is the power consumed right before the instant of switching off, toff. Pg is the 

nominal load of the group (it is approximately the power it would consume when switched 

on for the first time after a long period of interruption, i.e. for the first time in the afternoon 

low-tariff period). Pg is either available from the DSOs or it can be determined based on the 

method described below. 

At those DSOs where no detailed RCS-measurements are available, the following assumption 

has been used: the “undistorted” load-curve (the load curve without the RCS controlled 

consumers) is assumed to be linear during a certain time-period that is, the total power 

consumption in a certain time-interval can be expressed as 
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 where m is a constant slope.  

The switch-on instant t0 is found as an abrupt increase of the total consumption, and the 

other four parameters are determined by a simple steepest-descent curve-fitting method, so 

that 
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where Pmeasured(t) is the total load measured, the instant tmax is either the switch-on time of 

the next group or the switch-off time of the same group (or a heuristically defined time after 

which the linearity assumption in Eq. (3-3) is not feasible any more).  

The undistorted load curve is then approximated as the difference of Pmeasured(t) and P(t) of 

Eq. (3-1).  

The above process has to be carried out iteratively for each group (and maybe several times 

for the same group if it is switched on and off more than once during a day), in following 

steps: 

1. search for the instants t0 and tmax beginning closest to the time when all groups are 
switched off (i.e. the end of a low-tariff period) 

2. perform the curve-fitting as in Eq. (3-4) 
3. subtract P(t) (as in Eq. (3-1) using the obtained parameters) from Pmeasured(t), and use 

the result )()()( tPtPtP measuredmeasured −=′  in the next iteration instead of Pmeasured(t) 

4. go back to step 1.) advancing backwards in time 
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The result of the identification process is shown in Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 3-3, where the measured 

total load curve of one of the Hungarian DSOs and the whole Hungarian System, 

respectively, is shown together with the estimated undistorted load curve. 

 

Fig. 3-2 Original and undistorted load curve of one of the Hungarian DSOs 

 
Fig. 3-3 Original and undistorted load curve for the whole Hungarian System 

This identification method can be inaccurate for a number of reasons, two of which are: the 

linearity assumption in Eq. (3-3) may not hold, and tmax may be close to t0.  

The model described in this Chapter sometimes appears to be inaccurate in the early 

morning hours. By this time usually all the groups had been already switched on, so – 

according to the above model – the total RCS load should be decreasing. In fact an increase 

can be observed, see around 7:00 in Fig. 3-11 (“ΣPk,measured(t)” curve). 

This can be only explained by using a physical model that takes into consideration the hot 

water usage of the customers. 

Blue: Original
Red: Without RCS

Time (hours)
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However, since the inaccuracy of this procedure is only observed between 5:00 and 8:00 in 

the morning, and because the load valley (the minimum of the load curve) is around 3:00 in 

the morning, the undistorted load curves shown above will be used when demonstrating the 

effect of valley-filing algorithm in Chapter 3.5.3. 

Another, more accurate algorithm for the separation of the RCS load curve from the 

undistorted load curve has already been invented by the author of this dissertation and 

further elaborated and described by one of his students in [Horváth, 10] but this method has 

not yet been published. It is based on systematically changing the switching schedules of RCS 

groups several times for short periods and on the application on sophisticated interpolation 

techniques. This method will not be detailed here. 

3.4 Physical Model of Storage Water Heaters 

Several parts of this Chapter are considered as new scientific achievements: 

− the sub-model of hot water consumption q(t), independent of the hot water 
temperature (see Eq. (3-6) to (3-10) and Chapter 3.4.1.2);  

− the parameter identification process (see respective paragraphs of Chapters 3.4.1.2 
and 3.4.1.3) ) 

These results will be referred to as “Thesis 5” in Chapter 3.9 

The model described in this Chapter is based upon the model of a single ESWH as presented 

in [Malhamé, 90]. 

The average temperature T(t) in a single water heater is governed by the differential 

equation 

( ) ( ) )t(b)t(vPT)t(T)t(qc)t(T)t(Ta
dt

)t(dT
C inva ⋅+−′−−−=  

(3-5) 

where  C:  tank thermal capacity (Ws/°C) 

 a:  thermal resistance of tank walls (a function of water heater insulation, W/°C) 

 Ta(t): ambient temperature (°C) at time t 

 cv: specific heat constant for water (Ws/ (m3°C))  

 q’(t): hot water rate of extraction (m3/s) at time t (also called intensity) 

 Tin:  inlet temperature (°C) 

 b(t): thermostat binary state (1 for on, 0 for off) at time t 

v(t): the on-off control applied by the utility within a load management program (1 

for on, 0 for off) 

 P: power rating of the heating element (W). 

Note, that the hot water extraction rate is in fact dependent on the hot water temperature: 

let us assume, that the goal of the consumer is to obtain qwarm warm water intensity of 

temperature Twarm at any time interval t. In order to achieve this, the consumer uses a mixer 
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tap and mixes qT intensity of hot water of temperature T with qin intensity of hot water of 

temperature Tin. Thus one can write 

ininTwarmwarm TqTqTq +=  
(3-6) 

and 

inTwarm qqq +=  
(3-7) 

and thus 

( ) inTwarmTwarmwarm TqqTqTq −+=  
(3-8) 

So if qwarm, Twarm, Tin and T are fixed,  qT turns out to depend on them. 

On the other hand, when developing the hot water usage model for q’(t), the basic data 

underlying the model (namely the total hot water usage per person per day as in Fig. 3-8 and 

the measured rates of hot water extraction as in Fig. 3-7) usually refer to constant hot water 

temperatures of 65°C.  

Therefore, the model is altered along the following assumption: 

If the hot water temperature was constant 65°C, Eq.(3-8) would write 

( ) in65warm65warmwarm Tqq65qTq −+=  
(3-9) 

Eliminating the left-hand side from both (3-8) and (3-9) and rearranging one obtains 

( ) ( )in65inT T65qTTq −=−  
(3-10) 

Therefore instead of using Eq. (3-5) one can also use (3-11): 

( ) ( ) )t(b)t(vPTC65)t(qc)t(T)t(Ta
dt

)t(dT
C inva ⋅+−°−−−=  

(3-11) 

Here q(t) is independent of the temperature and refers to the hot water extraction 

intensity at 65°C. 

When simulating the aggregate behavior of a group of RCS controlled appliances, several 

thousands of instances of Eq. (3-11) will be simulated in parallel. 

3.4.1.1 Model parameters 

The specific heat constant of water (cv) is 4.186 kJ/kgK (temperature dependency is 

negligible in the temperature domain in question). 

Data for power ratings (P) can be found either in product data sheets or in statistics provided 

in the literature, as e.g. in [DGXVII, 98].  
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Tank wall thermal resistances (a) can be calculated from data called “standing losses per 

24 h” found in the same sources. 

Tank thermal capacities (C) can also be calculated based on the volume of the tank to be 

found in the above data sources. 

As for the ambient temperature (Ta): 

– it can be assumed to be constant and approximately 20 °C 

– in a more detailed model a seasonal variation can be introduced as function of the 
daily average temperature 

– a slight (e.g. sinusoidal) intra-day variation can be introduced around a mean value, 
having a minimum around 6:00 in the morning and a maximum around 18:00 in the 
afternoon, e.g.: 

( )24/t2sin220)t(Ta π−=  (3-12) 

 
Fig. 3-4 Example of intra-day variation of the ambient temperature Ta 

Values for the inlet temperatures (Tin) can be found e.g. in [Bintinger, 02], see Fig. 3-5. (The 

mean value for the actual month is used.) 

 
Fig. 3-5  Minimal, maximal and mean inlet water temperatures as functions of the month of a year 
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The thermostat state (b(t))of ESWHs has a temperature-dependent hysteretic behavior, see 

Eq. (3-13) and Fig. 3-6: 





−=≤

+=≥
=

hystsetonon

hystsetoffoff

TTTTtTonce

TTTTtTonce
tb

,)(1

,)(0
)(  

(3-13) 

where Toff is the switch-off temperature and Ton is the switch-on temperature of the 

thermostat, Tset is its set-point and Thyst is the half-hysteresis, which is usually between 

1-3 °C. 

 
Fig. 3-6 Thermostat hysteresis 

The hot water draw (q(t)) of one ESWH is stochastic in nature, and will be modeled as such in 

Chapter 3.4.1.2. Several measurement results on hot water draw profiles of a group of 

consumers have been reported in the literature [Bintinger, 02; FSEC, 04; Némethi, 05]. An 

example of the total hot water rate of usage of 260 flats is given in Fig. 3-7. 

 
Fig. 3-7 Total hot water rate of consumption of 260 flats [Huszti, 03] 
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All the measured results are common in that the profiles have two peaks: the first one in the 

early morning (around 7:00) and the second one in the evening (around 20:00). The 

extraction rates are much lower between the two peaks, and in the night there is almost no 

hot water usage.  

Measurements also exist for the daily hot water consumption (in liters/day) for households 

[Huszti, 03]. One example for the distribution of daily hot water usages among the measured 

households is given in Fig. 3-8. 

 
 Fig. 3-8 Total hot water consumption of several measured households (liters/day and household) 

[Huszti, 03] 

It has to be noted that the distribution of the daily hot water consumption and also the 

distribution of the hot water consumption rates may differ from (geographical) region to 

region and depends also on the number of persons per household; therefore the above 

mentioned measurements may give quantitative results for one region and one type of 

household and a qualitative idea for other conditions. 

According to [DGXVII, 98] the volume of hot water required per person per day in Europe 

ranges between 10 and 80 liters, the average being 36 liters (standardized to a temperature 

of 65°C, starting from cold water at 10°C). 

The volume of hot water required per person per day has also a seasonal variation, which 

can be modeled e.g. as in [IEA, 2000]. 

3.4.1.2 Stochastic model of hot water consumption q(t) 

Based on the measurement results referred to in Chapter 3.4.1.1, and inspired by the model 

proposed in [Lane, 96] and by the model described in [IEA, 2000] the following hot water 

consumption model has been developed. 
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The daily water consumption of a household is composed of four components depending on 

the time of consumption: “morning consumption”, “evening consumption”, “midday 

consumption” and “unpredictable consumption”. 

The daily water consumption Q (liter) of a household is determined by sampling a normal 

distribution with a mean Q  and standard deviation Q̂  (and rejecting values outside of 

feasible limits.) 

Q is divided to four portions: 

Qperiod = pperiod Q  
(3-14) 

where period ∈  {morning, evening, midday, unpred} 

and  

pmorning + pevening + pmidday + punpred = 1 

0 < pperiod < 1 
(3-15) 

The numbers of water extraction events in various periods of the day are denoted by Nperiod. 

The starting times of the water extraction events in the morning, during midday and in the 

evening are obtained by sampling the respective normal distribution with mean values μperiod 

and standard deviations σperiod.  

The starting times of the water extraction events belonging to “unpredictable consumption” 

are obtained by sampling a uniform distribution spanning the whole day. 

For each water extraction event (j = 1..Nperiod) a consumption rate j

periodq  (liter/min) is 

determined by sampling the respective normal distribution having a mean periodR  and 

standard deviation periodR̂ .  

The duration of the water consumption events is determined by 

period

j

periodperiodperiod

j

period NjqNQd ..1,// ==  
(3-16) 

The durations are corrected so that they are multiples of the simulation time step. 

(Note that Eq. (3-16) contains the implicit assumption that the amount of water consumed is 

the same during each event of the same period.) 

Thus the hot water rate of extraction q(t) of Eq. (3-11)  has been determined. 

The (independent) parameters of this model are as summarized below: 
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Q , Q̂ , pmorning, pevening, pmidday, Nmorning, Nevening, Nmidday, Nunpred, μmorning, σmorning, μevening, σevening, 

μmidday, σmidday, μunpred, σunpred, morningR , morningR̂ , eveningR , eveningR̂ , middayR , middayR̂ , unpredR , 

unpredR̂ . (In order to simplify the model, some of the parameters may be chosen to be the 

same, e.g. the parameters periodR̂  or even periodR .) 

If measurements of the hot water rate of extraction for the region considered are available, 

then the parameters of this model can be determined separately from the other parameters 

of the ESWH model. (Otherwise all the parameters have to be determined together as 

described in Chapter 3.4.1.3.) 

The goal of the parameter-identification is to minimize 

( )∫
=

−=
59:23

00:00

2
,mod, )()(

t

averageellaveragemeasured dttqtqERR  
(3-17) 

where qmeasured,average(t) is the average measured hot water extraction rate (the average taken 

from several customers) and qmodell,average(t) is the average hot water extraction rate obtained 

from the above model. 

An example for the parameter-identification is shown for the measured data presented in 

Fig. 3-7. The minimization of the error term ERR was performed using a genetic algorithm 

with a population size of 20. Each member of the population was a vector of the 13 variables 

listed in TABLE 3-I, where the applied lower and upper bounds are also shown.  

The time-function qmodell,average(t) was determined based on the parallel simulation of 3000 

instances of the above model. 

The time-function qmeasured,average(t) was determined by dividing the measured data presented 

in Fig. 3-7 by 260, the number of households involved in the measurement. 

The parameter values obtained after 50 generations are listed in column 3 of TABLE 3-I. 

The time-functions qmeasured,average(t) and qmodell,average(t) are shown in Fig. 3-9. 

TABLE 3-I Lower and upper bounds applied to the model parameters,  

and their values after parameter-identification 

 
Lower 

Bounds 

Values obtained 

after parameter- 

identification 

Upper 

Bounds 

pmorning 0,10 0,26 0,40 

pmidday 0,10 0,31 0,40 

pevening 0,20 0,496 0,50 

μmorning (hrs) 6 7,57 9 

μmidday (hrs) 11 12,20 14 
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Lower 

Bounds 

Values obtained 

after parameter- 

identification 

Upper 

Bounds 

μevening (hrs) 19 20,28 21 

σmorning (hrs) 0,90 1,48 3 

σmidday (hrs) 2 3,34 6 

σevening (hrs) 1 2,56 4 

Q  (liters) 100 408 500 

Q̂  (liters) 10 31,82 60 

periodR  (liters/h) 120 337 600 

periodR̂  (liters/h) 18 42,03 60 

 

 
 Fig. 3-9 Measured and simulated rates of hot water consumption  

3.4.1.3 Aggregate model 

Model parameters 

Each DSO has control over several groups. Let K denote the total number of groups 

simulated, and PGk (k = 1..K) denote the nominal power of group k. (The nominal power is 

the sum of the rated powers of the controlled appliances in that group.) 

For each group k a large number of instances of Eq. (3-11) will be simulated in parallel, let 

this number be denoted by N. (For the proper selection of N see further below in this 

chapter.) 

Three variants have been considered to take into consideration the rated power (P), the 

thermal capacity (C) and the thermal resistance (a) in the aggregate load model. 

a) In a simple form of the model an average value for P, for C and for a will be 
determined and used for all appliances in a group and for all groups. 
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b) In a more sophisticated form these parameters may have different values group by 
group. 

c) In the most advanced variant the data sheets of several types of hot water heaters are 
used to determine P-C-a triplets that characterize a certain type of ESWH. Each group 
may contain a fraction N1/N of type 1, a fraction N2/N of type 2, etc. ESWHs. Thus the 
variables N1, N2, etc. have to be properly determined. 

In the simulations below variant a) has been used. 

Ambient temperature (Ta), water inlet temperature (Tin) and thermostat hysteresis (Thyst) will 

be assumed to be the same for each appliance and in each group. 

The thermostat set point will be determined separately for each consumer sampling a 

normal distribution which has a mean setT  and a standard deviation setT̂ . 

The hot water rate of extraction (q(t)) will be determined separately for each consumer 

using the model in Chapter 3.4.1.2. The parameters of the model are assumed to be the 

same for all consumers in all groups. 

Each simulation yields a time function )..1()( NntPn =  of the power consumption of one 

household. The total power consumption Pk(t) of the group will be calculated as 

∑
=

=
N

n

n
Gk

k tP
NP

P
tP

1

)()(  
(3-18) 

where P is the average rated power of one controlled appliance. 

On proper selection of N  

According to the present practice of RCS operation at Hungarian DSOs the total built-in 

power consumption of one group is between 2 and 50 MW, this means – assuming a rated 

power of one appliance is 2 kW – that one group consists of about 1000 to 25000 

households.  

If N is too small, then consequent simulations of N appliances (with the same parameters) 

will yield results the variance of which is too large, which in turn means that one simulation 

of N appliances will not reliably yield the average power consumption.  

However, if N is too large, the CPU times will increase to an unacceptable level. 

A number of M = 50 simulations was carried out for the same group for the cases  

N = 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4500, 5000. 

Each simulation yielded a time function )..1,..1()( MmNntPm

n == of the power 

consumption of the RSC group. 
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The mean of the time functions in each case can be calculated as  

∑
=

=
M

m

m

nn tP
M

tP
1

)(
1

)(  
(3-19) 

and the standard deviation as  

( )∑
=

−
−

=
M

m

n
m

nn tPtP
M

tP
1

2
)()(

1

1
)(ˆ  

(3-20) 

The maximum of the standard deviations for each case is obtained by 

))(ˆ(maxˆ tPPM n
t

n =  
(3-21) 

The maximal deviation from the mean value is obtained by 

( )))()(((maxmax tPtPabsPMD m

nn
tm

n −=  
(3-22) 

The values of nPM ˆ  and nPMD  are shown in Fig. 3-10 in dependence of N along with the 

CPU times required to simulate one RCS group. 

 

 Fig. 3-10 Dependence of simulation times and stability on the number of ESWHs in one group  

Based on the above results N = 3000 was chosen for further simulations. 
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Parameter-identification  

The parameter-identification of the aggregate load model is based on the minimization of 

the error term 

∫ ∑∑
= ==









−=

59:23

00:00t

2K

1k
ellmod,k

K

1k
measured,k dt)t(P)t(P

00:24

1
ERROR  (3-23) 

where Pk,modell(t) is the total power consumption of the group k obtained from the model. 

Pk,measured(t) is the real-life total power consumption of the group k that can be obtained 

either from estimation of the DSOs or by applying another estimation algorithm that was 

examined and described in [Horváth, 10].  

An example for the parameter-identification is shown for the sum of the power consumption 

of K = 5 RCS groups, measured by a DSO. The DSO estimated the nominal powers of the five 

groups to be PG1 = 50 MW, PG2 = 50 MW, PG3 = 47 MW, PG4 = 45 MW, PG5 = 45 MW. 

The minimization of the error term ERROR was performed using a genetic algorithm with a 

population size of 20. Each member of the population was a vector of the 25 variables listed 

in TABLE 3-II, where the applied lower and upper bounds are also shown. A fixed value of 

Thyst = 3°C was assumed. 

(If measurements of the hot water rate of extraction for the region considered were 

available, then the parameters listed in TABLE 3-I could have been determined separately 

from the other parameters of the aggregate load model.) 

The parameter values obtained after 100 generations are listed in column 3 ofTABLE 3-II. 

The time-functions ∑
=

5

1
, )(

k

measuredk tP , Pk,modell(t) for all k and ∑
=

5

1
mod, )(

k

ellk tP  are shown in Fig. 3-9. 

TABLE 3-II Lower and upper bounds applied to the model parameters,  

and their values after parameter-identification 

 
Lower 

Bounds 

Values obtained 

after parameter- 

identification 

Upper 

Bounds 

pmorning 0,1 0,19 0,4 

pmidday 0,1 0,13 0,4 

pevening 0,2 0,50 0,5 

μmorning (hrs) 6 6,87 9 

μmidday (hrs) 11 13,60 14 

μevening (hrs) 19 20,68 21 

σmorning (hrs) 0,9 1,40 3 

σmidday (hrs) 2 4,53 6 

σevening (hrs) 1 2,07 4 
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Lower 

Bounds 

Values obtained 

after parameter- 

identification 

Upper 

Bounds 

Q  (liters) 100 137 400 

Q̂  (liters) 10 28,43 60 

periodR  (liters/h) 120 443 600 

periodR̂  (liters/h) 18 37,40 60 

    

P(W) 1200 2079 4000 

a (J/min°C) 16 23,39 25 

Ta (°C) 0,3 0,87 2 

Tin (°C) 7 11,06 16 

C (Wh/°C) 70 175 280 

setT  (°C) 50 88,30 90 

setT̂  (°C) 1 10,84 20 

PG1 (MW) 37,6 52,05 56,4 

PG2 (MW) 37,6 50,94 56,4 

PG3 (MW) 33,6 47,33 50,4 

PG4 (MW) 33,6 42,37 50,4 

PG5 (MW) 45,6 57,44 68,4 

 

 
 Fig. 3-11 Measured and simulated power demand time-functions  

A good agreement between measured and simulated load curves can be observed. 
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3.5 Valley-Filling Algorithm 

Let us assume that a daily undistorted load curve Pud(t) is known, and the model parameters 

(as described in Chapter 3.4) of all the RCS controlled groups that can be used for valley-

filling are known. A properly chosen control schedule of the RCS groups results in a load 

curve PRCS(t) such that the minimum of the resulting total load curve: 

( ) ( ) (t)P(t)Pmin(t)Pmin RCSud

t

res

t
+=  

(3-24) 

is maximal. 

The aim of this chapter is to develop an algorithm that results in a schedule of the RCS 

groups which is approaching the maximum of the expression (3-24). 

The constraints to be taken into consideration are: 

I.) the load change due to RSC switching at power system may not exceed 
DP = 90 MW between consecutive 5-minute intervals 

(3-25) 

II.) the minimum time a RCS group has to be uninterrupted once it has been 
switched on is tcomfort1 = 30 minutes 

(3-26) 

III.) the maximum time tcomfort2 a RCS group can be left interrupted could be taken 
into consideration; in the simulations below it was set to infinite 

(3-27) 

IV.) the total time when a water heater is scheduled to be switched on by the RSC 
has to be 8 hours a day 

(3-28) 

As already mentioned in Chapter 3.1, no coded rules apply to ensuring consumers’ comfort 

i.e. the constraints (3-26) to (3-28), but experts from utilities and regulator agree that these 

constraints should be complied with as much as possible. 

In order to give an idea on the number of independent variables of the schedule, let us 

assume that 

– switching of a group can be performed only every five minutes (this is to protect the 
old signal coupling devices), i.e. tsw = 5 minutes (it is important that an ATI is multiple 
of tsw) 

– each DSO has control over (at least) ten groups 

– switching on RCS groups is economically feasible only in the low-tariff periods, which 
last in total 15 hours a day. 

These assumptions are common present practice at the six Hungarian DSOs; but note that by 

introducing RRCSs the switching time intervals can be much shorter.  

Thus the control schedule has  

6 DSOs * 10 groups each * 15 hours a day * 12 intervals every hour = 10800 

binary variables. 

To deal with a (non-linear) objective function of several thousands of variables a two-level 

algorithm has been developed. 
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The first level algorithm assumes a prescribed goal load curve Pgoal(t), and tries to schedule 

the RCS groups so that the difference between Pgoal(t) and the resulting load curve PRCS(t) is 

minimal. 

The second level algorithm sets Pgoal(t) in order to achieve the maximization of (3-24). 

The simulation time step will be chosen ts = 5 minutes.  

3.5.1 First level algorithm 

1. For each group k })..1{( Kk ∈  and for each time step the model described in 

Chapter 3.4.1.3 is evaluated, and thus the power Pk(t+1) (the power the group would 
consume if it was switched on at the next time step (t+1) ) is known.  

2. Further each group is assigned a variable ttk(t) (in hours), which is set to zero once a day, 
always at the same time, preferably at the end of the longest high-tariff time. The value 
ttk(t) shows the total time the group k has been switched on since the last annulation. 
The value ttk(t) is increased by ts each time step the group k is switched on. 

3. Before the coming time step (t+1) the groups are queued according to ttk(t) in ascending 
order. (If two groups have the same ttk(t) values, the one with greater Pk(t) will precede 
the other.) 

4. The queue is then modified, so that those groups that either 

– have been switched on after t - max( tcomfort1, tsw ) and have been on since then, or 

– have been switched off before t - max( tcomfort2, tsw ) and have been off since then 

are placed at the beginning of the queue. (Their order remains unchanged.) 

5. Let us denote the resulting queue G* = {k1, k2, k3, …, kL}. Let G denote the subset of G* 
containing those groups that have been chosen to be switched on during the next time 
step (t+1). At this moment G is empty. 

6. Examine each group kj in G*, beginning with j = 1.  If for the group kj the set }{ jkG∪  

would result in a ∑
∈∀

+=+
Gg

g

RCS tPtP )1()1(  that does not violate any of the inequalities i.) 

or ii.) below, then group kj is included in G, i.e. }{ jkGG ∪= . 

i.) PRCS(t+1) ≤  Pgoal(t+1) 
ii.) abs( PRCS(t+1) - Pgoal(t) ) ≤  DP 

7. Let j = j + 1 and repeat the above step until j = L. 
8. Then the groups to be switched on during the next time step (t+1) are those in the set G. 

3.5.2 Second level algorithm 

Pgoal(t) is discretized in time using a discretization time step Δt = k ∙ts, where k is a positive 

integer. 

The points Pgoal(rΔt) (r being a nonnegative integer) are the independent variables that are 

optimized using a genetic algorithm.  

The interval Δt is chosen 1 hour in the simulations, and a linear interpolation is applied 

between two consecutive points Pgoal(rΔt) and Pgoal((r+1)Δt). 
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In order to prevent the maximum of the resulting load curve Pres(t) be greater than the 

maximum of the undistorted load curve Pud(t), appropriate limits can be imposed on the 

values of Pgoal(t). 

The eight-hour constraint – see Eq. (3-28) – should be treated as a “soft” constraint, as it was 

mentioned in Chapter 3.1.  

Therefore the objective of the genetic algorithm is to maximize the function 

( )  tt(t)Pmin k

res

t
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 x  has the dimension of hours 

 Κ  is a positive exponent (Κ = 3 is used hereafter) 

 Ptt  is a constant power that can be chosen e.g. equal to 

( ) (t)Pmin ud

t
 

 
(3-29) 

3.5.3 Simulation results 

The valley-filling algorithm is simulated using an estimated undistorted load-curve of the 

Hungarian power system in 2003. 

For the sake of simplicity, and due to lack of exact information on the number and volume of 

all the RCS groups under control of the Hungarian DSOs, a number of 25 RCS groups have 

been assumed, having the same nominal value of 40 MW each. It is further assumed, that 

the model parameters of all the RCS groups are the same that have been summarized in 

TABLE 3-II. 

 
Fig. 3-12 Result of the valley-filling algorithm: the undistorted load curve, the sum of the undistorted load 

curve and the optimized goal function and the resulting total load curve 
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The simulations show that the minimum value of the (estimated) undistorted load curve was 

3534 MW and the minimum value of the resulting load curve is 3956 MW. The maximal 

value of the load curve was not increased by the RCS load, and all of the constraints 

(3-25) - (3-28) were fulfilled. 

It can be observed in Fig. 3-12 that the RCS groups have not been switched on from 

08:00-14:00 and from 18:00-21:00. This is due to the Hungarian two-tariff system: in the 

above mentioned two periods (“peak-tariff” periods) it was economically not feasible to 

switch on any RCS groups. This tariff system was designed in order to avoid the increase of 

the peak load around noon and (at the time of introduction of this two-tariff system) in the 

early evening hours.  

In accordance with this tariff-system the corresponding values of the goal function were all 

set to zero. Note, that this is an additional constraint, and does not limit the usability of the 

algorithm in any way. 

3.6 Decreasing of the Balancing Energy 

3.6.1 Prerequisites 

In order to be able to decrease the balancing energy costs by means of the RCS groups, one 

has to estimate 

A) the BP that would result from using the original switching schedule during a certain ATI 
B) the prices of the upward and downward BE (for definitions see Eqs. (3-31)-(3-33) ) 

3.6.1.1 Estimation of the BP 

For the proper estimation of the BP measurement data has to be queried from the SCADA. 

The power flows at the boundaries of the DSO and the power flows of big consumers and 

power stations are measured every minute. Using this data it is possible to estimate the 

consumed energy for a certain ATI with an increasing accuracy every minute. Thus an 

estimate of the BP can be obtained and updated minute by minute.  

The estimation itself can be performed using  

– a simple linear or second order extrapolation,  

– polynomial extrapolation, the order of which is one at the beginning of the ATI and 
increased minute by minute 

– neural networks 
The estimation of the BP is shown in an example below for a real-case system, as described 

in [Faludi, 04]. The utility in the example had a total of approx. 250 MW built-in power of 

controllable loads, the smallest group having 2.5 MW and the largest group having 8.5 MW. 
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Fig. 3-13 Load curve of one of the Hungarian DSOs (schedule, fact and on-line estimate) 

 

 
Fig. 3-14 Difference between scheduled and real load curve of one of the Hungarian DSOs (fact and on-line 

estimate) 

The cumulative distribution function of the BP and the estimated BP is shown in Fig. 3-15. 
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Fig. 3-15 Cumulative distribution function of the BP and the estimated BP 

3.6.1.2 Estimation of the prices of the upward and downward BE  

One simple method for estimating the upward and downward BE prices is using long-time 
average values as estimates. The upward BE prizes for each ATI of May 2008 are presented 
in Fig. 3-16 projected to a one-week diagram. In this figure several weekly prize curves are 
depicted in the same diagram in blue, and the by-ATI average of these curves is shown in 
red. (The average value for all ATIs is 22.7 HUF/kWh.) 

 
Fig. 3-16 Upward BE prizes for each ATI in May 2008 
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If the long-time weekly by-ATI average values are used for estimating the upward BE prize, 

the error of this estimation is shown in Fig. 3-17. 

 
Fig. 3-17 Cumulative density function of the absolute error of the estimate of the upward BE prize 

The price of the downward BE was 0 HUF/kWh in 88 % of the time from January till August 

2008, and in the remaining time its absolute value never exceeded 4 HUF/kWh, therefore in 

the simulations 0.1 HUF/kWh was used. 

More sophisticated estimation methods could also be used (e.g. other input parameters like 

weather data or the „GERMAN PHELIX BASELOAD SPOT” price index (EEX) could be taken 

into consideration, statistical estimators or neural networks could be used), but this goes 

beyond the scope of the underlying dissertation. 

3.6.2 Algorithm 

The method described in this Chapter together with its modifications described in Chapter 

3.7.1 are among the main scientific achievements of the underlying dissertation, and are 

referred to as “Thesis 6” in Chapter 3.9. 

Inputs of the algorithm are 

– the estimated BP for each ATI, updated every switching time interval tsw (tsw = 5 min. 

is chosen in the simulations below; it is important that an ATI is multiple of tsw) 

– the estimated upward and downward BE price (BEP) for each ATI 

– a schedule called “base schedule” which is obtained from a valley-filling algorithm. 
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The aim of the algorithm to presented in this Chapter is to change the “base schedule” at 

each tsw so that an objective function H be maximal. 

Let V(t) denote the switching pattern at the actual time t according to the “base schedule”. 

This is a vector consisting of K elements, each being either 0 or 1. Let V(t,k) denote the k-th 

element })..1{( Kk ∈ of V(t). If  V(t,k) = 1, then the k-th group is scheduled to be switched on, 

otherwise it is scheduled to be switched off according to the “base schedule”. 

1. For each group k and for each time step, the model described in Chapter 3.4.1.3 is 
evaluated, and thus the power Pk(t) (the power the group would consume if it was 
switched on at the next time step t) is known. 

2. Further each group is assigned a variable ttk(t) (in hours), which is set to zero once a 
day, always at the same time (preferably at the end of the longest high-tariff time). 
The value ttk(t) shows the total time the group k has been switched on since the last 
annulation. The value ttk(t) is increased by tsw each time step the group k is switched 
on. 

3. Switch on all groups that have to be switched on according to the constraints (3-26) 
and (3-27). Switch on all groups for which 8 - ttk(t) is not greater than the time until 
the next annulation of the variables ttk(t). Let G denote the set of groups switched on 
in this step. 

4. Calculate H(V(t)) according to Eq. (3-30). 

5. For each group k ( Gk ∉ ) determine H’(V (t,k’)), which can be obtained by changing 
the k-th value of V(t) to its opposite (V (t,k’)). 

6. Determine the group j })..1{( Kj∈ for which ))'k,t(V('H(maxMH
k

=  so that constraint 

(3-25) is not violated. 
7. If MH > H(V(t)) then change V(t,j) to V (t,j’) and go back to Step 3,  

otherwise the objective function H cannot be further increased, therefore increase t 

by tsw and proceed to Step1. 

Note, that this algorithm does not guarantee constraints (3-26) and (3-27) any more. This 

could be achieved by obvious modification of Step 6. in the algorithm. 

Remark: if there is enough computing capacity, then – instead of the iterative process 

above – all possible changes in V(t) can be calculated and the one resulting in the maximal 

objective value (that complies with the constraint (3-25) and – optionally – the constraints 

(3-26) and (3-27)) can be chosen.  There are – assuming a number of K groups – 2K 

possibilities to be taken into consideration. 

The objective function H can be chosen as 

( ) swt)t(BEP)t(BUP)t(SEPPH act −−=  (3-30) 

where 

SEP selling price (HUF/kWh), 

BUP buying price (HUF/kWh), 

BEP estimated balancing energy price (HUF/kWh). 
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is the total power of the RCS groups according to the original schedule,  

Pk,”base”(t) is the power the group k would consume at time step t according to the 

“base schedule” 

BP(t) is the estimated balancing power. 

It can be seen, that – as in a real-life case – if SEP(t)-BUP(t)-BEP(t) < 0, then the algorithm will 

tend to steer H to zero as close as possible, thus eliminate the estimated deviation from the 

schedule (BP(t)). 

Note, that the objective function H according to Eq. (3-30) allows any deviation from the 

“base schedule” according to the interest of the DSO and does not take into consideration 

the interest of the regulator. (The regulator’s interest is that the “base schedule” – that was 

determined using a valley-filling objective – be kept unchanged.) 

3.7 Harmonizing Interests: Valley-Filling vs. Decreasing the Balancing 

Energy 

The conflicting interests can be harmonized by introducing a measure of the deviation of the 

actual schedule from the “base schedule”. The deviation can be taken into consideration as 

an additional term to the objective function. 

3.7.1 Schedule deviation measures 

The method described in Chapter 3.6.2 together with its modifications described in this 

Chapter are among the main scientific achievements of the underlying dissertation, and are 

referred to as “Thesis 6” in Chapter 3.9. 

3.7.1.1 Time-based constraint 

Let us assign a counter DEVk(t) to each group k (k = 1..K). This counter has the dimension of 

time (hours); it is set to zero once a day, always at the same time (preferably at the end of 

the longest high-tariff time, or at a time when the deviation from the “base schedule” is the 

least critical). 
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The value of this counter has to be increased by tsw each time the group is switched on 

though it should have been off according to the “base schedule”. The value of the counter 

has to be decreased by tsw each time the group is switched off though it should have been on 

according to the “base schedule”.  

Thus one possibility to limit deviation of the schedule obtained by the algorithm in 

Chapter 3.6.2 from the “base schedule” is to introduce a limit on DEVk(t); this limit can 

depend on the time of the day and on the sign of DEVk(t): 

0)(),(_)( <> tDEViftLIMDEVtDEV kDOWNk
 (3-34) 

0)(),(_)( >< tDEViftLIMDEVtDEV kUPk
 (3-35) 

In this case a penalty has to be introduced for overriding the limits. 

For the optimization problem the above limits can be formulated as additional penalty terms 

to the objective function (see Eq. (3-30)). 

The advantage of this method is its simplicity: only the finally applied control schedule has to 

be known to implement it. 

3.7.1.2 Energy-based constraint 

A constraint and a penalty (similar to the ones mentioned in previous section) that depends 

on the size of the RCS group can be introduced by multiplying the time-based counter by the 

nominal power of the respective group: DEVk(t)*PGk. 

0)(),(_)(

0)(),(_)(

><

<>

tDEViftLIMDEPtDEV

tDEViftLIMDEPtDEV

kUPGkk

kDOWNGkk  (3-36) 

For the optimization problem the above limits can be formulated in a similar way as 

described above. 

The advantage of this approach is that it makes a distinction between the groups according 

to their nominal power which is closely related to their impact on the total load curve. 

The nominal power of each group is a necessary additional input, which can be estimated 

periodically and can be assumed to be constant between two consecutive measurements. 

3.7.1.3 Price-based objective term 

Instead of formulating limits a new tariff component can be introduced. 

In other words: instead of adding constraints to the optimization problem as in 3.7.1.1 and 

3.7.1.2, the objective function (see Eq. (3-30)) can be modified by adding a new term: 

( ) )t(DEVPP)t(DEVt)t(BEP)t(BUP)t(SEPPH
K

1k
Gkk

swact ∑
=

−−−=  
(3-37) 

where 
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DEVP(t) is a penalizing price (HUF/kWh) which should be properly determined by the 

regulator; it can be time-dependent (it can vary according to the time of the day) and can be 

different for upward and downward deviation: 
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(3-38) 

(Note: DEVPDOWN(t) has to be negative in order to ensure a penalty.) 

An advanced form of Eq.(3-38) takes into consideration not only the sign of DEVk(t) but also 

the actual on/off control state of the group. To show why this can be meaningful, refer to 

the definition of DEVk(t): a negative value, for example, means that the energy stored in the 

ESWHs is probably less than it would be if the “base schedule” had been followed1; 

therefore if group k is switched on at time t, then its consumed power can be greater than it 

would be if the “base schedule” had been followed. If this happens during a load valley, the 

group k can contribute to valley-filling more than expected, therefore no penalty should be 

assigned to that group. However, if the same happens in a load peak, then group k will 

contribute to increasing the peak, and therefore a penalty should be assigned to that group. 

Thus the most flexible form of the term DEVP(t) is 
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This method does not increase the necessary inputs, but the prices DEVP(t) have to be 

carefully chosen. 

3.7.2 Simulation and Results 

The algorithm described in Chapter 3.7.1.3 was simulated for one DSO for four various cases. 

The fifth case of simulation shows the algorithm in Chapter 3.7.1.1.  

The DSO is assumed to have control over 16 RCS groups with a total power of 10 MW each.  

Energy buying and selling prices were approximated by 2008 levels:  

• the buying price was assumed to be 21 HUF/kWh for the whole day 

• the selling price was assumed to be 33 HUF/kWh for the whole day 

• the price of the downward BE was assumed 0.1 HUF/kWh for the whole day 

• the price of the upward BE was assumed 23 HUF/kWh for the whole day. 

                                                      
1 This is not always true, since the energy stored in an ESWH depends not only on the on/off states in the last 
couple of hours, but to a high degree also on the hot water consumption during that time, which is not included 
in DEVk(t). 
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The simulated BP(t) was based on known real-life values of one of the Hungarian DSOs. The 

simulation of the on-line estimation of the BP was performed as follows: 

• let BP(t) denote the estimated balancing power for the actual ATI, with the 
estimation updated at each switching time interval tsw, as in Eq. (3-31) 

• let !�" �#� denote the factual value of the balancing power for the actual ATI 

• for the first five minutes of an ATI the average BP values of the three preceding ATI 

values were used: !��#� 	 1 3⁄ &!�" �# ' ()� � !�" �# ' 2()� � !�" �# ' 3()�+ 

• for the second five minutes of an ATI the estimate is !��#� 	 !�" �#� � �,-1, where 
RND1 is a random value sampled from a normal distribution with zero mean and a 
standard deviation of 5 MW 

• for the third five minutes of an ATI the estimate is !��#� 	 !�" �#� � �,-2, where 
RND2 is a random value sampled from a normal distribution zero mean and a 
standard deviation of 2.5 MW 

The factual and estimated BP values used for simulation are shown in Fig. 3-18.

 
Fig. 3-18 The factual and estimated BP values used for simulation 

In order to test the simulation, the cumulative distribution function of the BP and the 

estimated BP is shown in (compare to Fig. 3-15!) 

 
Fig. 3-19 Cumulative distribution function of the simulated BP and the estimated BP in the simulation 
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The load curve of the RCS loads according to the “base schedule” is shown in Fig. 3-20. 

 

Fig. 3-20 The load curve of the RCS loads according to the “base schedule” 

3.7.2.1 Case 1: DEVP(t) = 0 

In this case the prize for the deviation from the “base schedule” is set to zero for the whole 

day. The results are shown in Fig. 3-21. 

 
Fig. 3-21 Results: deviation is not penalized 

Since the deviation from the “base schedule” is not penalized at all, the algorithm seeks to 

minimize the penalty for the BE only. The BE penalty resulting from the “base schedule” 

would be approx. 5 million HUF, but the resulting penalty is approx. 1.6 million HUF. 

But – as expected – there are very large DEVk(t) values; the min1 -231�#�, max1 -231�#� 
and 1 6⁄ ∑ -231�#�1  values are shown in the bottom diagram of Fig. 3-21. 

The deviations can result in lower load valleys (see around 03:00). 
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3.7.2.2 Case 2: DEVP(t) = infinite 

In this case the prize for the deviation from the “base schedule” is set to a very large value 

(1 million HUF/kWh) for the whole day. The results are shown in Fig. 3-22. There is no 

deviation from the “base schedule”. 

 
Fig. 3-22 Results: deviation is extremely penalized 

3.7.2.3 Case 3: DEVP(t) = 10 HUF/kWh 

A compromise between the two extreme cases can be achieved if DEVP(t) is set e.g. to 

10 HUF/kWh for both up- and down directions, for the whole day. 

 
Fig. 3-23 Results: deviation penalty: 10 HUF/kWh 
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The total penalty has been decreased from approx. 5 million HUF to 3.2 million HUF for this 

day, and at the same time the decrease of the load at the critical time (around 03:00) is also 

lower than in the non-penalized case. 

3.7.2.4 Case 4: DEVPDOWN(t) = 12 HUF/kWh, DEVPUP(t) = 0  

An even better compromise can be achieved if the penalty is different according to the sign 

of the BP.  

 
Fig. 3-24 Results: sign-dependent deviation penalty 

 

Using this method the valley loads can remain unchanged (as compared to the “base 

schedule”), which is critical for the TSO, and at the same time the BE costs can be decreased 

at times that are non-critical for the TSO. 

As already mentioned, the method can be further improved by making the penalty prizes 

time-dependent. 

 

3.7.2.5 Case 5: Time dependent time-based constraints 

The result of applying time-based constraints can be observed in Fig. 3-25. 
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and 19:00. 
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Fig. 3-25 Results of applying time-dependent time-based constraints 

 

3.8 Future Work and Practical Application 

An extensive research has to be undertaken in order to determine which of the three 

proposed methods in Chapter 3.7.1 best suits the needs of the power system operators. 

The potential in the application of time-dependent constraints or penalty prizes needs to be 

explored for a large number of possible cases consisting of different BP(t) time functions.  

The need for such investigations can be seen e.g. in Fig. 3-24: large DEVk(t) values at the end 
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for this is that the owner of the load control system is the DSO, the load-shaping is required 

by the TSO and the balancing energy costs are to be paid by the balance groups. 
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The calculations and simulations presented in Chapter 3 have shown that RCSs (or RRCSs or 

similar direct load control systems) are very useful tools in shaping the daily load curve and 

in minimizing the balancing energy. It is therefore concluded that such direct load control 

systems should be maintained in the future and an appropriate legislative/regulatory 

framework should be elaborated in order to use these tools in the most efficient way in the 

deregulated environment for the sake of cost-effective delivery of electricity. 
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3.9 Theses 

The work presented in Chapter 3 is the result of the scientific research performed by the 

author of this dissertation.  

An important contribution is the construction of an appropriate hot water usage model and 

the solution of the measurement-based identification problem of the load model (that 

includes the hot water usage model).  

In the literature no such hot water usage model and such identification procedure has been 

found. 

The main contribution of this research is a method that enables the usage of direct load 

control for the purpose of the quasi on-line minimization of balancing energy, in a way that 

the objective of valley-filling (and optionally peak-clipping) is respected. 

No method has been found in the literature to solve (or even deal with) the above problem. 

During the course of this research two further sub-problems had to be solved: 

I. Separation of the load curve without direct controlled loads (the “undistorted load 

curve”) from the RCS load. Though in the literature no solutions have been found for 

this problem, the results achieved by the author of this dissertation are not 

formulated as separate Thesis, for two reasons: 

− The author is aware that some system operators have developed methods to 

solve the separation problem. These are presumably based on an approximate 

trial and error approach. These methods were not available to the author, and 

therefore a comparison is not possible. 

− The enhanced algorithm designed by the author has not yet been published, as 

already mentioned in Chapter 3.3. 

II. Construction of an algorithm that optimizes the switching schedule of controlled load 

groups with the objective of valley-filling (and optionally peak-clipping) and taking 

into consideration the 90 MW step constraint and the consumer thermal comfort 

constraint. The results achieved by the author of this dissertation are not formulated 

as separate Thesis, for the following reason. The DSOs, with coordination of the TSO, 

are using such a method which has proven to work well in practice.  

It has to be stressed, that the comparison of Fig. 3-3 (Original and undistorted load 

curve for the whole Hungarian System) and Fig. 3-12 (Result of the valley-filling 

algorithm: the undistorted load curve, the sum of the undistorted load curve and the 

optimized goal function and the resulting total load curve) could lead to the 

conclusion, that the method proposed by the author is much better than the one used 

in current practice, since it results in a valley load that is ca. 300 MW (8 %) higher, 

and at the same time it reduces the peak load. (Constraints are satisfied.) 
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However, the currently used method is not available to the author, and therefore a 

thorough comparison of the two methods, applying them under the same 

circumstances, is not possible. 

 

Based on the above statements, the new scientific results are summarized in the two Theses 

below. 

Thesis 5 

A new physical load model for electric storage water heaters (ESWHs) has been developed 

based on previous models found in the literature. The novelty of the model is the 

(temperature-independent) stochastic hot water extraction rate sub-model, which is 

described in detail in Chapter 3.4.1.2.  

A parameter-identification procedure has been developed for the above model that is based 

on load curve measurement data. The identification procedure is able to take into 

consideration hot water usage measurements – if they are available. The standardization of 

the hot water extraction rate to a constant temperature makes it possible to use hot water 

extraction measurements for the parameter identification process. 

The parameter identification procedure is described in detail in Chapters 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3. 

 

With this model it is possible to accurately simulate the effect of different switching 

schedules on the load curve. The accuracy of the method (see Fig. 3-11) makes this model 

suitable for being used in a quasi on-line algorithm that minimizes balancing energy costs. 
 

This Thesis has been published in [RaiszDan, 05], [Raisz, 06], [RaiszDan, 08], [DanRaisz, 08], 

[Dan, 09], [Raisz, 09], [Raisz2, 09]. 
 

Thesis 6 

A new algorithm has been developed that is able to decrease the balancing energy costs by 

applying minor changes quasi on-line to the “base schedule”. The deviation from the “base 

schedule” can be limited in three proposed ways: 

− using a time-based constraint,  

− using an energy-based constraint 

− applying an additional penalty term to the objective function 

in order to either comply with the valley-filling objectives and the constraints, or to relax 

these to a controlled extent.  

It has been shown that using such methods it is possible to achieve a reduction in the 

balancing energy costs with arbitrarily limited deviation from the base schedule. 

The algorithm and its modifications are described in detail in Chapters 3.6.2 and 3.7.1, 

respectively. 

This Thesis has been published in [Faludi, 04], [RaiszDan, 05], [Raisz, 06], [RaiszDan, 08], 

[DanRaisz, 08], [Raisz, 09], [Raisz2, 09]. 
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